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·-
1 TERMS OF REFERENCE 

ICES Couricilresolution 1996' 

An ICES/GLOBEC Wor!<~hop on Prediction and-Decadal-Scale Ocea!~, Climate Fluctuations of tl-Je North Atlantic mill 

be held at ICES Headquarters, 8-10 Septe,mber 1997, under the chairm-imship ofDr S. Sllndby (Norway) to: ' 

a) study the decadal-scale ocean climate fluctuations of the North Atlantic, particularly: 

i) consider the role of the large-scale pressure anomalies (e.g., the North Atlantic Oscillation), 

. .: ' ' 

ii) study ,the GGus.al; relationship benve.en tempera~ure signal and other physical processes, 

iii) eyaluate·the scientific basis for long-term (decadal-scale) ocean climate predictions, 

iv) study the links between decadal-scale climate fluctuations and growth and recruitment in cod stocks of the North 
Atlantic. 

Justification 

The decadal-scale climate fluctuatioris of the North Atlantic have been- shown -to be correlated with fluctuations on 
growth, recruitment and distribution of some of the North Atlantic cod stocks. Efforts are now made on predicting the 
decada!-scale ocean climate fluctuation. It is therefore important to surr.IIla..-rise'th.e state 'of the a.."t on the scientific 
background a..T'!.d to evaluate predictions. 

2 INTRODUCTION 

The workshop ~as, hosted by the ICES Secretariat and took place at the neighbour institution European EnVIronmental 
~.\g~~cy. (PP,A)~ 8 :- ,iO s,epteritber 1997. 18 sCientists (Appendix 3) from 10 co'untries (Car~ada, Farce Islands, Ge:rmany, 
Tcel~mL NnrWlW_ RII!':s.i::l. Snl'lin_ Swenen. IlK ann IlSA) n::llrtici~l'Iteil nnrinp" thf>. worhhcm_ C1enerlll SeC'.ret::llTV C'hrh: ---------,.- --- ----J' ----;--c-, ,-r-_-~~' - - -----, - -- ----- ----, c-------r--~-- ----~c -~-- -. --------c-: -------- -------'" -.,.-----

,Hopkins welcomed the workshopparticipants and, pointed out that theULOBEC activities were given high attention in 
ICES. The ICES/GLOBEC Secretary Keith Brander outlined the status of ICES/GLOBEC Programme, its relation 
GLOBEC-Internati9pal and ~ome of the furure activities and developments of the programme. The convenor of the 
workshop, SveinSundoy' presented the objectives of the workshop,and. pointed out that the outcome of the workshop 
would be ,tn important basis for future Cod and Climate Change work, particularly on applying environmental daia in 
the assessment of recruitment and growth in fish stocks and generally on the development of marine resources 
management from an ecosystem point of view. The Cod and Climate initiative within ICES focused from the start in 
1990 on -the iinportance of-understanding the 'physical processes causing interanmial tluctuations in -cod' stocks, and-' the 
effects of basin'scale climate phenomenon was brought into the discussion already at that time. The convenov waS glad 
that it had been possible to gather such an interdisciplinary group 'of people. Particularly, it was welcomed that 
atmospheric Climatologists Professor Peter Lamb and Dr Mojib Latif participated. They represented professions, which 
usti'ally care not present in' the ICES CbIr ... rnunity_ It \1/a8' emphasised that ICES needs to establish stronger links to the 
'c6rtnnunities woddng in atmosphere -sciences if! order to address properly tl:le problerrts of how t.he living resources of 

, the O'cean respond 10 climate fluctuatioris and' change_ -Present1y; the World Climate Research PrograrrlJ:ne-'on Climate 
Variability and Predictability' (CLIV AR)is an important initiative; which ICES should make closer connections to.' Co
chair of CLIV AR SSG,br AIlyn Clarke, had planhed to participate but was unfortunately not able to come due to other 
commitments. However, theCLIVAR Secretariat kindly supplied the workshop with the latest Draft implementation 
Plan ofCLIVAR. The workshop Was organised in three sessions (Appendix 1): 

Session 1). Observations of and Mechanisms behind Seasonal to Decadal-scale variations of Ocean cli1Ilate. 

Session 2). Predictions on Ocean Climate in the North Atlantic. 

Session 3). Ecosystem Responses to Ocean Cli1Ilate Fluctuations. 

In Session 1) tbere were nine contributions. Six of them (Bill TurreIl, Agusta Flosadottir, Yuri Bochkov, Svein-Age 
Malmberg, Bogi Hansen .andJohan Blindbeim) ",ere focusing on processes in the Nordic Seas, one (Ken Drinkwater) 
was addressing processes of the Labrador Sea, and two of the contributions (peter Lamb and Mojib Latit) were on 



basin-scale and global-scale processes. Session 2) had two contributions. The first (Sergei Rodionov) was presenting an 
expert system for climate prediction. In the second presentation Geir Ottersen presented experiences with present 
methods for ENSO predictions and the relevance it would have to NAO predictions. In t~e Session 3) the. six 
presentation considered ecosystem responses to the NAO. One of the presentations focused on phytoplankton (Andr"a 
Belgrano), onefocused on zooplankton (Doug Beare) and four of the presentations were on various fish stocks (lurgen 
Alheit, Alicia ,Lavin, Bogi Hansen and Svein Sundby). 

3 SUMMARY REPORT OF PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Basin-scale features of NAO and comparisons with ENSO. 

Presentations in the first two sessions gave overviews of the nature of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and its 
seasonal to interannual behaviour. The NAO is the most dominant mode of atmospheric variation in the North Ad,mtic, 
particularly during wintertime. It appears as an alteration in the two large-scale pressure systems of the Iceiandic Low 
and the Azores High. Presently, the most often used quantification of the NAO is an index defined by Rogers (1984): the 
difference in the normalised sea level pressure anomaly between Ponta Delgado in the Azores and Akureyri in Iceland. 
A high' NAO index represents a deep Icelandic Low with strong mid-latitude westerly winds, while a low NAQ.index 
represents a stronger AzoreS High compared to the Icelandic Low resulting in a weakening of the westerly"' \vinds. 
Professor Peter Lamb gave a...'"1 overview of the general features and the behaviour of N.A .. O. The NAO index is calculated 
all t}1.rough t..lte year with various averaging intervals. The most often used index in oceanic climate context, o:o~erer, i!': 
the winter mean from December to March, since the NAO is strongest during winter. It is very seldom that there is a 
positive anomaly or a negative pressure anomaly at the same time in both the Azores High and in the Icelandic Low. 
One example is in 1963. Then the pressure anomaly in the Az~res High was lower than in the Icelandic Low, ~nd this 
ev~nt resulted in some particular weather pat~ern. " 

The seasonal behaviour of the NAO is very different from the El Nifio Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The month-to
month persistence of the NAO is very low. The autocorrelation from one month to the next is 0.2. For more than. 2 
months delay there is no correlation at all. Even from week to week, and at times from day to day, the NAO may show 
large variations. In contrast the ENSO shows a high autocorrelation through the season from its appearance in June-July 
till it ceases in February-March. From month-to-month the autocorrelation is 0.8 and decays to 0 after 12 months. This 
p'ersistence of the El Nino event is an important ;factor of the statistical pr.ediction of the phenomenon. On- an interannuai 
basis, however, there seems to be a basic different in the pattern of the NAO and SO indices. SO is not" a pe,~oc;iic 
phenomenon' on interannuai 'basis; ii comes in Dursis, ~md' ,La Nina, the .opposite phase ur the Southern OsciHatioQ. 'often 

. comes in response to the El Nifio' the following year. The NAO, however, 'seems to be of a more periodic I\ature .. atall 
time scales. Among the largest recurrent circulation modes worldwide, the NAO is the only one which is clearly present 
in aH months of tlie year. Power spectrum analysis also shows clear Periods of about 2, 8, 24 and about 70 years. 
Pa.T1icularlY,'over the last 3 decades the NAO displays strong decadal~scaie oscillations. 

P;esent~y j tlle mecha.~isrrls behind the EI,Niiio phenomenon ,are principally we!! understood, as it is li~ked to s~ack~~!~g 
in the equatorial trade winds which extends .the warm surface water eastwards leading to warmerthan.normal w~ter at 
the American coast. This heavily redu.ces the upwelling, which normally occurs at the coast., The area of main 
atmospheric conyection, which normally is, located in the western Pacific, moves eastward following, the area.o,fhi~hsea 
surface temperature. In turn it leads to higher rainfall in the eastern parts and drought in the west. For. th~ NAO, 
however, w~ still do not understand the mechanisms behind it, even thoug\> its periodicity is well explored.Tqget~er 
with the_ fact -that very .large resources. both with respect to field measurements _and computation, are used, to f9recfls~ ,El 
Nifio, ",e have to realise that.such kind of prediction of the, N'AO li~s j~to future. Severalinvestigatqrs haw, in~j<;ated 
that there are links between. ENSO and NAO, while others ha~e come to the opposite conclusion. itseems :that ENSO 
shQo,ys stronger links to other equatorial weather phenomenon than to weather phenomenon at higher latitude~.H~~e, we 
need more investigations on the generapon_ and distribution' of storm tracJcs. how individual storms, affe~t se~sQnal 
patlerns and knuwiedge uf the interannuai variability. We should focus on extreme episodes tliat rr.dght give more insight 
into the mechanisms. FiJf example, fo~ the most extreme years of El Nino. the NAO index appears. to be; most _ ~'ften 
positive. 

The NAO results in a dipole structure in air temperature' between the northeast coast of Canada. and N orth~rn EUrope. 
This has been well documented and the earliest observation dates back to 1776 when Hans Egede Saabye pointed out 
Li1at the wild winters in Greenland often occll...-rreo when the winter in- DeIIIl131"k was, co1d 'and vice versa. 'Ho:wever~ :also 
as a result of the NAO. there i!': ohserved a dinole structure between the southeast coast of US and North Africa. The --- -- ------- -- ---- -----, ------ -- ----- - - . 
dipole temperature structure is also clearly 'present in the ocean. In the 1960s Russian scientists (Elizarov and Ishe'vskii) 
showed that there was an inverse relationship between the sea temperature iri the Barents Sea and in the LabradorSea. 
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1) EXternal eff~ts', forexamplf! sun spot activity and solar variability 

2) Internal non-linear ,interactions .of \yhidl there are ,3 main groups: a} chaotic behaviour o(the atm9sphe~~- b) 
chaotic behaviour of the oce.an c) chaotic coupling between- L1-!e atmosphere and the ocean. 

3) Stochastic forcing of the slow climate subsystems by a fast varying component, for example the El Niiio., 

In order. to explore the~e mechanisms Or Latif presented results of a Climate GCM model which wflS run for 1000 years. 
The _spectra. for the- model.displayed, pealc.s of 35 years and 15 years both in t.l}e sea s!.!~ace temperature and in the sell 
level pressure. The 35-year period seems· to be .related to ,variations in the thennohaline circulatipn and the 15-year
period seem to be related to variations in the subtropical gyre circulation. The model reproduced well the NAO. The 
heat flux across the sea surface acts as a positive feedback. The model also displayed propagation of a temperature 
anomaly in the North Atlantic, and showed good inv~rse relationship between the NAO and temperature in the Labrador 
Sea. In the model the decadal-scalenuctuations are Iintited to heat exchange across the sea surface; itwas not a result of 
flux variations in the cicean currents: 

Mojib LatWs Climate GCM show that the signal to noise ratio is .small at the interface between the oc.ean and the 
atmosphere and increases both downwards through the ocean and upward through the atmosphere. This has implication 
for prediction purposes in that the predictability must be lower at the sea surface. The Climate GCM also indicates that 
the ocean climate changes induced by the NAO are mainly a result of the heat exchange through the air,sea interface. 
The influence of variation in advection of water masses is small. The current: measurements from the Nordi'c \VOCE 
programme and the present VEli'lS programme can not presentiy confirm or reject whether the voiume flux variatio~s 
are important or not for the-ocean climate variations in the Nordic Seas. In the'Labrado'r Sea, however, a relatit;~uihip 
« .. as fO'und' between NAO' afid t..'1e barocIinic transport ,?f the Labrador -Current, but the influence of heat exchange by' 'a1r
sea -interaction is probably more important 'fbr' the temperature variations. On-the other -hand, it is evident that bbth 
current meter measurements and shelf sea models for the North Sea and the Barents Sea do indicate that volume 'flux 

. variations of AtlAntic water is important for the 'fluctuations in the ocean climate. 

Regional climate effects-ofN'AO 

. Most of the co~ttibutions on regional ocean climate effects of the NAO considered the north,e:"tern ~art P1. the 
SubarcticGyre pf . the .North Atlantic, Le., the Nordic Seas (BiII.,Turrell, AgustaFlosadottir, Yllri Bochkqv"Bogi 
Hansen, and JohanBlindheim). One conttibution (Ken Drinkwater) was on the western part of the Subarctic Gyre, i.e., 
the Labrador Sea, and one contribution (Sven-A.ge Malmberg) considered mainly the ntiddle region of the Subarctic 
Gyre, i.e., the Icelandic .sector. . . .. 

For the ocean climate of the Nordic Seas.it was pointed out that there are three branches of inflowing Atlantic waterto 
the region. In addition to the branch that has been most investigated, Scottish Atlantic Current flowing in between the 
Faroe Island and Shetland, there arethe Faroese AtlanticCurrent flowing into the Norwegian Sea to the north of the 
Faroe Islands andthe Icelandic.Atlantic Current flowing into the IcelaJldic Sea lu-ound the northern coast of Iceland .. It is 
important to conSider these branches separately because they vary on different' time scales. During high NAO there is. a 
weakening, of the' Icelandic branch compared to the Scottish branch. the Faroese branch IS strongest in sUmmer, while it 

, i~ considere~ that the S~otiish branch is strongest in winter. On the other hand. the recent-large ef~ort on current met~r 
m~asuremerits across thy region between Shetland-and Faroe IsIi:md can not confirm interannual or seasonal varia'tions'in 
the volunieflux of this'branch. A large proportion of the Atlantic inflow ntight be driven by c'onvectimvdeep water 
fOrmation, probablymore than 50%. This is piuticularly valid for the Faroese branch and probably not so much for the 
Scottish branch~ 

Over,the last 30 years of increasing long-term trend of NAO index the salinity in. thecentralNorwegian Sea has steadily 
de<:reased. This seems to, be caused by the strengthening of the Scottish branch and inflow along the Norwegian. shelf 
break. In this way the whole water.system oithe Nprdic Seas is displaced eastwards. including the fresher Arctic waterin 
the western parts of the system. Sintilarly in the deeper water (100D-15oo m) there has been a decrease in s'llinity from 
34.92 in 1960 to 34.90 in 1995. Below these depths, in the Norwegian Sea Deep Water, there is no detectabl<; change of 
salinity. The temperature of the Atlantic water in the Norwegian Sea does not -correlate with the salinity. For example, 
the Great Salinity Anomaly of the 1970s did not have a low temperature. 
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There is a good correlation between the salinity decline in Shetland-Faroe Channel Deep Water and the.wind stre~s.In 
the Barents Sea there has been a good correlation between high temperatures and high wind speeds indicating that high 
westerly wind results in a wind-driven influx of warm Atlantic water from the Norwegian Sea to the Barents Sea. 
However, over the last few years the temperature has decreased but not the wind speed. This might be due to higher 
frequencies of polar lows, which are often more abundant in cold years. Similarly, we know from measurements and 
model result of the North Sea that the influx of Atlantic water is very much dependent of wind stress .. 

In the western part of the Subarctic Gyre the NAO accounts for about 50% of the temperature variance. It was discussed 
whether" the varying sea temperature in the Labrador Sea is a result of ocean-atmosphere heat exchange or advection. It 
was pointed out that the heat exchange across ocean-atmosphere is a very important factor in this region, but it was 
believed that advection is effective as well In the Newfoundland region and over the adjacent shelf thenumber of 
i~eb6~gs odginating from northern Labrad~i Sea is higher 'in cold years of high NAO. However, L~e baroc1inic 
southward flow of the Labrador Current 'is clearly higher in warm years of low NAO. 

In ,the middle r~gion of the Subarctic Gyre the response to NAO is less clear due to its location between the' two 
in~ersely oscillating regions. However, temperature of the Kola section in the Barents Sea lags the temperature of the 
Icelandic water with 2 years. In North Icelandic waters periods' of three different main hydrographic regimes'have been 
defined: Periods of A.tlantic conditions are eharacterised by high temperatures with strengthening of the str'atificatlon, 
Periods of Polar conditions axe chax3cterised hy cold and fresh surface water with the low salinity strengthening the 
stratification. Du'ring Arctic conditions' the' intermediate' salinity maximum is less pronounced and the stratification is 
'poor. 

Climate predictions in the North Atlantic 

Efforts on developing predictions of the ocean ~limate of the North Atlantic have been undertaken by Russian'scie~tists 
already from the, early 1960s. Initially, .important elements in the predictions were statistical analysis of cii1)1ate ti1)1e 
series -with emphasis ;'n predominant-peridds of about 2, 7-8, 10--15 a~d 17-20 years and the dipole stru~t~r~ of the 
temperatures between the Barents Sea and the Labrador Sea. Also the I I ,year period of solar activity was a factor in the 
predictions. It was pointed out that even v,et:y rough forecasts for one year in advance with a precision like «wapner :than 
nonnal», «colder than normal» and «around average» should be of importance to fisheries management and stock 
assessment for purposes of predicting growth rates in fish stocks. Such rough forecasts on the ocean climate, issued in 
The Annual Environmental Report of institute of Marine Research, Bergen, have been tdea in the Norwegian fishery 
sector for one year ahead over the iast years. As for the Russian effurts the main component of the forecast is si.atistical 
analy·sis' of time series. It was said that in tMBarents Sea imd in Norwegian coastal waters there is a high autocom;latlon 
in subs~rf3.ce sea temperatures from M'arch to September. but t~e autocorrelation breaks down during the a~tllmn .. 

For Ice1cindic waters ocean tlimate forecasts for three-month periods are made. Forecast of one year i's considered 'w_:be 
uI'.realistic in Icelandic waters. ~A:o.S Iceland is located near the inflection point of the temperature seesaw bet\veen t."'te 
Barents Sea and the Labrador Se-a it is a ve-!)' difficult region to make forecasts based on NAO forcing. The- NAO has 
defibitelybighest influence in the north-eastern and north-west~rn region oftheSubarctic Atlantic region. 

Sergei Rodionov presented a new approach in long-term cliniate forecasting with an expert system (Climatic Expert 
Svstem for the 'North AtHultic. CESNA) develooed 'at the Comouter Science Deot.' of the Universitv of Colorado at 
B'oulder iRodionov and Martin. 1996).' Theao'proach is differ~nt from currentiy existing dynamic"aI"and statistical 
~ethods. It 'is' based on concePts- and ,te~hniques~itom artificial intelligence and exp~rt syste~s i~ gener~l. :tli'e: syst~~' is 
de~igried' to predict mean' s~~sonal 'cliinatic characteristics one to sev~ral years in advance. The c~rren(-versi6n <!f 
CESNA is ·focused on the winter climate and forecasts with a lead time of one year. In CESNA, the climate system is 
:represe_nte'~ asa set of macroclim,,:tic -objects'or conceptual features, suc~ as centres of action, upper ridges ahd"~9~ghs, 
jet streams,' temperature anomalies in "key regions, extension of polar ice cover, precipitation patterns, etc. An ev-qluti()fl 
of the system is described as a sequence of events that invoive iarge-scaie interactions between these macrociihuitic 
objects. Whiie mechanisms of these interactions are still poody, understood, they may reveal themseives through 
statisticlllrelationships or empirical rulescdf-thumb: Key principles in the CESNA forecasts are to utilise theinformatlon 
in I) cycles, 2) persistence and 3) time l!jgs: The system can include qualitative as well as quantitative information. An 
examplebf predicting sea temperature in the'Barents Sea based on the Kola section data show that the CESNAmoi:lel 
fairly well reproduces the three large decadal-scale temperature waves over the last 30 years. The corre.lation' between 
the observed 'a.rid the' modelled' value's' was 0.63. 

. , 
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Ecological responses to clitnate fluctuations ~n the North Atlantic 

The presentations on ecological responses to the climate fluctuations ranged from effects on the primary production -and 
the abundance of copepods to the effects on recruitment and year-class strength of cod, herring, capelin, sardine and 
albacore. It appeared that the NAO has a profound influence all through the. marine ecosystems of the North Atlantic and 
at all trophic levels from primary producers to fish. However, it is remarkable that we have a rather poor knowledge of 
the causal mechanisms between the NAO and the variations in abundance of populations. There is obviously a strong 
link between NAO and temperature fluctuations, and although a high temperature in itself would increase growth rates in 
most boreal populations, the NAO might influence marine populations in a multitude of physical and biological ways, as 
it also influences wind pattern, advection, turbulence, light conditions, salinity, upwelling, frontal systems arid vertical 
stratification. In addition, the understanding of the causal mechanisms to the final output to fish stocks is obscured by 
the fact that the -various physical processes mentioned above partly act directly on a population and partly through 
trophic reiationships. For example. the presentation of the spring phyiopiankton production in GuHmar Fjord, Sweden, 
was strongly correiated wilh a high winter te.mperature and a high NAG. 

In the presentations in Session 3) a wide range of hypotheses was proposed as causal mechanisms. Tbe poor recruitment 
of the Faroese cod stocks (the Faroe Bank cod and the Faroe Plateau cod) since tbe 1980s bas been related to the 
increasing' wind-- speed of soutli-westedy, direction. Onc proposed mechanism is that the- eggs and larvae have been 
increasingly swept off from its naturall13.bitats and lost for recruit.-rnent. i~ ... not.l-ter proposed mechanism is a change in t."lJ.e 
general ocean circulation, which !]ljght increas~ larva! loss. A third proposed mecha.llism is linked through lower trophic 
levels in tbe way that tbe proportion of Calanus overwintering in the sbelf waters may vary by one order of magnitude. 
1:'bis in turn may be able to suppress and delay the primary production in spring by adultCalanusgrazing resulting in 
poor conditions for the new generation of naupUi which constitutes the food for the' cod -larvae. However" it was 
empbasised tbat tbere are too many missing links to draw firm conclusions on tbe cause of the decline of the Faroese cod 
stocks. 

The Areto-Norwegian cod shows strong recruitment and growth in periods of warm years, which are associated with 
bigh NAO indices, particularly over tbe last three periods of strong decadal-scale oscillations. Here the proposed causal 
mecbanisms is more directly linked to temperature effects: I) in warm years increased growth of tbe gonads will give a 
bigher egg production from the spawning stock; 2) in warm ye31's the zooplankton production is bigher which will give 
more food for the larvae and juveniles; 3) in warm years there is a better synchrony between the naupiii production and 
the first-feeding stage of cod iarvae; 4) warm years have been observed to give .higher _,growih -rates -of larvae and 
juveniies which also. according io me «bigger is better» hypothesis gives higher survival; 5) extreme cold winters during 
1- and 2 group stage in the eastern parts of the Barents Sea result in juvenile mass mortality. Advection has also been 
put forward as influencing recruitment in the Arcto-Norwegian cod. 

In the Gieenland cod stocks import of lanrac ai"id juvenile cod from Icelandic waters. induced by a strengthening of tbe 
T...-n;;nn-<> .. ,.. .. ~ .. nt h",,,, h .. ", ... ,."h"' ...... r<>rl tn h .. """ -i-rnn ..... rt<>nt f"" ... tn.-r tn -i-rnn,.. ..... "'" th", ... nrl "tn ........ l-Inu,p .. ,,,,,.. -it -i" ""I.:.n o;,"""T1"1oPrl th",,-t , __ uuu .. 5 ..... ~ ...... 1oL>~ .... ~n, .~u.:> ........... u vu .......... y ........ I. ................. uul;'v ........ u .. ~""''''~'-I'' ......... -"-" .. l"~ ............. "" .................................................... " ........................ ~u ........ u .... .. 

f.jgh'temperature improves grOWLh and survival in this region. The cause of the breakdown of the Newfoundla.lld c.od 
stocks at tbe end of tbe 1980s is still being disputed. Overfishing bas been proposed as one factor. However, the decline 
did coincide with a period of decreasing sea temperature, and the combined effect of higb catch rates and lower growth 
due to low temperature might explain the breakdown; But, it should be rrientioned tbat also bere tbere migbt bea 
multitude of environmental factor associated with low sea temperature, wbicb might cause poor growth and survival of 
cod. 

The migration pattern of the berring is considered to be strongly influenced by environmental factors. Low primary 
production and zooplankton production in North Icelandic waters in tbe late 1960s was considered to bave cbanged the 
migration pathways of,Atlanto-Scandian herring towards east in the Norwegian Sea. The periods of abundance of 
Bmusl;;n berring all seem to coincide with periods of low frequency of south-westerly winds on a decadal scale. It was 
speculated whether this is 1~nk~4. to changes in, the outtlow of Baitic water, to a,reduction in, upweHing aiong the 
Norwegian Skagerrak. coast or to iarger scale mechanisms. At me Iberian coast the environmental factors influencing the 
fisb stocks seems to be more related to processes influencing upwelling and rainfall. Here there is a correlation between 
the occurrence of westerly winds and the precipitation. These two factors are in turn inversely correlated with 
temperature and latitudirial position of the Gulf Stream. There is also an inverse correlation between the NAO and sea 
level along the Iberian coast. The recruitment of albacore is inversely correlated with the NAO index. 

The workshop demonstrated that there is presently a la .... ge a.--ncunt of IIlateria! on correlations between t..'"te Ni\O "index. 
ocean climate parameters and ecosystem responses. However, to be able to predict effects of climate variations on 
ecosystems, the limiting factor is not only the climate predictions itself, but the understanding of the causal mecbanisms 
between the ocean climate parameters and the recruitment and growth of marine organisms. 
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APPENDIX 1-AGENDA 

Introductions 

Welcome by General Secretary Chris Hopkins 

The ICES/GLOBEC Programme by GLOBEC Secretary Keith Brander 

Intr~duction to the theme of the workshop by Svein Sundby 

, Session 1. Observations of a.1'!d Mechanis!!l-s behind Seasonal to Decadal-scale variations of Ocean clim~te. 

Peter Lamb: Variability of North il~tlantic Oscillation. 

BiUTurrell: Decadal changes from standard, ICES hydrographic sections. 

, Ag-tista Flosadottir: Subsurface temperature along a cable route between Iceland- and the Farae Islands,., 190&1962. 

Yu.A. BOchKOV: App~arance. possible genesis and the 'role of-NAG in the North Atlantic and the; Nordic Seas. 

Sven.Age Malmberg: Decadal-scale climate variations' in ~e ice extent and hydrographic parameters irt the water 
around Iceland. 

Kenneth Drinkwater: Ciimate Variabiiiiy in the Labrador Sea Region and its relationship to the NAG. 

, 
Bogi Hansen: Flux variations of the Atlantic inflow to the Nordic Seas 

Johan Blindheim: Water mass_characteristics-in the Norwegian Sea in relation to variations in MSLP. 

Mojib Latil': NA:O and Global-Scale Variations. 

General discus'sion on Session 1. 

Session 2. Predictions on Ocean Climate in the North Atlantic 

Sergei Rodionov: Climatic expert system for the North Atlantic (CESNA): learning to predict interannualto decadal 
climatic variatio'ns. ' , 

" , 

GeirOtlersen: Experiences with ENSO monitoring and prediction of relevance to prediction in the North Atlantic. 

General discussion Session 2. 

Session 3.,Ecosystem Responses to Ocean Climate Fluctuations. 

'Jiirgen'Alheitand Eberhard Hagen: Long-term climate forcing upon European herring and sardine populations.' 

And""" B~lgrano, Bjiirn A. Malmgren and Odd LindahI: North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and' primary production 
in il!eGulhniufjord. Sweden (1985-1996). , 

Doug Beare: Interpretation of CPR zooplank'ton data series and the North Atlantic Oscillation. 

Alicia M. Lavin: Common signals between physical. atmospheric variables and sardine recruitment at the North Iberian 
Coast. 

Bogi, Hansen: Climate influence on the Faroese cod stocks. 
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Svein Sundby: The North Atlantic Oscillation, the temperature' seesaw and t.he effects on cod recruitment in the North 
Atlantic. 

General discussion on Session3. 

Rec_ommendations 3..lld final remark...s, 
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APPENDIX 2 

SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS 

VARIABILITY OF NORTH ATLANTIC OSCILLATION 

Peter 1. Lamb 

Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorological Studies 
and School of Meteorology 
The U ni versity of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 
USA 

This paper will provide a comprehensive review of the variability of t.1:e North Atlantic Oscillation from 1875-present. 
'T'h"" t ......... ""_"',.,.,I"" ... ~ .. "' .... t""..-1 ",;11 ............. "" .f...-.. ..... t)." .. ; .... h-.,"''''.,''' ......... .,! t.-.. rn"lt,rI",,..,,,-I.,,l U/it"h ~{,'lTTlP \:,,,,,n.,,r.,,tp ."n.,,!v<i;.p<;; hpinCF nrp ... p.ntf>Ji ... u ...... uu ....... "' ......... , .... '" u ........ u ... u .,..,UI ..... 5 ..... UVIU IU .... u.u. .... ., ......... .:nn ...... IV U ..... I ......... ~ ....... ~ .... ~ ...... 'VH.~ u_!'_._~_ -.. -.J~ .. - ---'·'0 r--~------

for individual calendar months during October-April. Where they are informative; compf:l1isons w111 he made with the 
Southern Oscillation. The treatment of the annual cycle will include the long-term mean, variance, inter-node coherence, 
month-ta-month persistence, and signal-to-noise ratio for the NAO and its nodes. Pronounced multi-decadal trends will 
be identified using an I I-year Lanczos filter. For the intraseasonal and interannual time-scales, emphasis will be placed 
on a recently discovered August-November-lanuary oscillation of the NAO. The increased occurrence of this oscillation 
since the early 1960s will be suggested to be responsible for the upward winter NAO trend during that period despite the 
extremely weak NAO serial correlation. Finally, the possibility of reconstructing the behaviour of the NAO for the last 
1000 years will be discussed. This would exploit recently identified relationships between the NAO, Moroccan 
precipitation, and Moroccan tree-rings. 
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DECADAL CHANGES FROM STANDARD ICES HYDROGRAPIDC SECTIONS 

Bill TurreH Marine Laboratory PD. Box 101 Victoria Road Aberdeen AB9 8DB Scotland 
Tel +44 (0) 1224 876544. Fax +44 (0)1224 295511. Email: turrellb@marlab.ac.uk 

Two standard sections: across the deep water channel 
separating the Faroese Plateau from the Scottish 
continental shelf have been surveyed regularly since the 
start of the 20th century (Figure I). Observations along 
these sections have revealed significant decadal changes' 
in the characteristics of surface, intermediate and deep 
water masses dUa''ing this period. In addition, a sta...,dard 
section in the North ,Sea (JONSIS line) !H\(;1 been 
surveyed since 1970, a..T'!d provides evigence of-.decadal 
change within the North Sea which appears strongly 
linked to. the NAO. 

Changes in the deep waters of the Faroe Shetland 
Channel (FSC) will be considered first. 

Faroe Shetland Channel Bottom Water 

Changes in Faroe Shetland Channel Bottom Water 
(FSCBW) have been examined using temperature and 
salinity observed on the 800, 1000 and 1100 dbar 
pressure levels on the two FSC sections (Turrell et al." 
in press). The salinity of FSCBWhas demonstrated a 
persistent :and linear decline at a rate of 0(0.0 l/deeade) 
since 1975 (Figure 2). 

The decline in salinity of the bottom water has been 
related to the cessation of the production· of deep water 
in the Greeniand Seas, which -in turn ,appears Hnked to 
the overall atmospheric forcing. Meinke and Rudels 
(1995) demonstrated the link between the production of 
deep convection and wind stress curl over the Greenland 
Sea. They suggested this may control tlJ.e supply of fresh 
water to the surface of the central gyre, which can 
modify the density of the winter surface water. and 
hence its ability to form d~p convective water masses. 

. Figure IMap showing the location of the two 
standard hydroyapr-ric' sections acro~s the Faroe 
Sheiland Channei (FSC), and the standard section 
in the North Sea 
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Figure 2 Salinity at 800 dbar in the Faroe Shetland 
Channel (solid line) compared to wind stress curl 
over the Greenland Sea, lagged by 2 years, from 
Meinke and Rudels (1995) (broken line) 
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The reduction in supply of deep water has resulted in the upper level of true NSDW becoming deeper outside the 
Channel, in the Norwegian Sea. This has. res\llted in a change in the composition of FSCBW, from being approximately 
60% NSDW during the period 1960-1980, to 40% NSDW since 1990. The associated freshening of FSCBW has 
propagated out ulwugh the Channel into the NortJi Atlantic and has resulted in fresher and less dense IcelaI,d, SCQi:lilnd 
Overflow 'Vater (l50\V). 

There is a clear correlation between wind stress curl over the Greenland Sea and changes in salinity of the FSCBW 
(Fil:ure 2). The wind stress curl itself may be related to the NAO, and' hence the NAO is affecting deep water production 

, and_ characteristics. 

Ecological Link: There appears to be a direct link between t..1.e ecology of the surface waters in t.~e 'North Sea, and't.'1e 
decadal change in the bottom waters. Overwintering Calanusifinmdrchicus may be advected south tb-Jough -t.l)e' FSC, 
forming a source of plankton which rises and inundates the North Se" in spring. This inundation appears to have 
declined in the last 30 years, according to the CPR record, and this reduction may be associated with the reduced 
amount of NSDW in the FSCBW. 

Intermediate Waters 

While there have certainly been decadal change in intermediate water masses in the FSC, they are more difficult to 
interpret. It is clear that periods of salinity anomaly, such as the Great Salinity Anomaly (GSA) in the late 1970s, affect 
both surface and intermediate waters almost simultaneously, implying some other mechanism.may be affecting the. area 
rather than just the advection into .the Channel of fresher types of surface water, as proposed by Dickson etal 1988. 
Further work is required before !hese changes may be understood; 

Surface Waters 

Two principal surface waters masses exist in the FSC; 
North Atlantic Water (NA W) and Modified North 
Atlantic Water (MNAW). NAW lies at the Scottish shelf 
edge. It arrives in tbe area within .the Slope Current, 
probably originating in the Rockall Trough and 
Porcupine Bank areas. MNA v,r is .the more.' dominant 
water mass in the FSC, and arrives in' the, ",ea after 
circulating anticyclonically around the FaroeS!' plateau. 

NA W has been warming smce 1987 at a ,rate of 
O(0.5°C/decade), This is a recent rapid warming 
imposed Oil a warming trend which commenced in 1966 
and has continued at a rate of O(0.3°C/decade). Salinity 
of NAW has demonstrated great variability sirtce,the ,end 
:of -the low salinity anomaiy (GSA) years in the jare 
1 970s' (Figure 3), 
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Figure_3 De-seasone\i-salini:ty in the two sUlface water .tnasses of 
the FSC; North Atiantic Water (NAW) and Modified North Atiantic 
Water (MNAW). 
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variability c may be more closely related to the North 
Atlantic' Oscillation' c (NAO) index comparedc clo' the 
period prior to the arrival of the GSA. In addition to the 
shorter term variability, there has possibly also been a 
gradual overall salinity' increase since the aSk period 
with salinities now approaching 1960 values. The most 
recent change' is an '. increased rise at- a- Tate- of 
O(O.2fdecade) since 1993. 

There has been a general cooling of MNAW since 1960 
aH. niterdfO(0.3'C/decade). Salinity has also decreased 

'since '1960 at a rate of O(0.02/decade), with a more 
rapid decrease evident since 1991. Salinities are 
beginning to appro'ach those values 'observed during the 
GSA period. 'These changes appear to be ciosely 
correiated with those in the Norwegian Sea, rather than 
with changes in the NAW. 

MNAW has demonstrated somewhat different decadal 
changes compared to those of NAW. 
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Figure 4 Salinity of Atlantic Water lying at the 
Scottish shelf e,dge north of Shetland (solid line) 
comnared to the \~linter N..A ... O index from Hurrell 

.L- ....... , , 

(1995) (broken line). Both tLTle serieg'-have been 
filtered using al 0 year running mean 

The long-term trends in the salinity of NA W'has been examined by filtering the data with a 10 year running mean 
(Figure 4). \\I-nen this filter is also applied to the winter NAO index of Hurreii (i 995) there appears to be a correlation, 
with the inverse of the -~~AO index ieading ihe saiin'it:y::of NA W by 12 years. This may impiy an indireci link between 
salinity of surface waters hI the FSC. and ul.e creation of low salinity anomalies by_wind forcing controlled by the NAG 
in more western parts of the sub-polar gyre which subsequently arrive';n the FSC by advection within the gyre. A strong 
NAO results in the export from polar regions of increased amounts of low salinity water, which enters the gyre to 
reappear in the FSC after circulating within the gyre. 

North Sea 

In the North Sea the s'l1inity variability in the past has been well correlated with that ofNAW, with a possible I year lag. 
However, unlike NAW,"the salinity of Fair Isle Current Water (FlCW) has more recently demonstrated a differing trend, 
with FlCW salinity decreasing since 1973, while NAW salinity is generally increasing. Also unlike NAW, FlCW 
demonstrated a cool episode in the mid 1990s which has now ended with a rapid warming, resulting in an increase in 
temperature of 1 'C since 1994. 

The properties of Cooled Atlantic Water (CAW), which typifies water lying within the central northern North Sea below 
the seasonal therrnocline, are more closely tied to those of NA W. Hence CA W does demonstrate the gradual warming 
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seen in NAWsince. 1970, and the more recent salinity variability seen in NAW is reflected .in that of CAW,. : One 
,difference noted is that while the salinity of NAW has risen since 1993, CAW salinity has. declined. This may imply 
reduced oceanic,inflow to the North Sea during the last 3-4 years. 

I , 

Since the low salinity GSA period, the salinity. of CA W shows, a clear correlation with the NAO index (figfITe 5), iThls 
maY:opartly be du~ [0 the changes within the· source NA\V water, b~t also,tv changes in tli6 inflow of NA\V:inty,_~'le 
North"sea, itself determined to some extent by wind forcing w'1Q hence a possible link with N~A,.O va..';ability. 

North Sea Cod Recruitment: There appears that the may well be a subsequent correlation between the NAO and cod 
recruitment in the North Sea (Figure 6). The mechanisms behind this correlation are not ye!. known, but a link with 
changes in oceanic inflow and the internal North Sea wind-driven circulation must be strong candi~ates. 

References 

Turrell W. R, Slesser G, Adarns R. D., Payne R, Gillibrand P. A. (in press) Decadal variability in Faroe Shetland 
Channel Bottom Water. Deep-Sea Res 

Meincke J, Rudels B (1995) The Arctic Ocean Nordic Seas therrnohaline system. ICES C.M.1995/ Mini:2. 
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. SUBSUP.FACETEMPERATUREALONG A CABLE ROUTE BETWEEN ICELAND AND THE FAROE 
ISLANDS, 1901).;..1962." .--; 

A. H. Flosadottir 

Affiliation: 
Joint Institute for Studie's of the Atmosphere and Ocean (nSAO), University -of Washington. 

Mailing address: 
NOAAIPMEL Building 3 
7600 Sand Point Way 
Seattle 
Washington 98115; USA 

Over the last few years;evidence. has been accumulating on the varied and far-reaching climate effects that appear to be 
related to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). Evidence relevant to understanding the ocean's role is largely based on 
a handful of long time series in the ocean, in combination with large-scale analyses of atmospheric and .sea surface 
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in patte-rns of shipping and obse-rvation methods at sea. Many data analyses and most data-based model runs therefore 
confine themselves to the post-war period, usually the 1950s onward. This period does include the NAO low of the 
1960s-70s and a subsequent evolution to highs in the 1990s. However, to cover a full cycle from the previous NAO high 
we would need to go back to the early decades of the century, a task for which only limited data exist. A possible 
contribution is provided by the long-tenn variations observed in a 1906-1962 time series reflecting a line average of sea 
floor temperature along the Iceland-Faeroes Ridge. This 56-year record overlaps with post-war time series started in the 
1950s by approximately a decade. We consider whether the cable record may provide. an additional fragment of 
infonnation on the history of subsurface ocean temperature over the Iceland-Faeroes Ridge during the earlier half of the 
current NAO cycle. 

The Iceland-Faroes Ridge is a complex region where water masses of Atlantic, Norwegian Sea and Arctic origin meet. 
. In -comparison with: the rest of the ,World- Ocean, the ,surrounding region possesses:a number, of iong,.Qceanographic :time 
series. However, none: of these _directiy reflect· the pu:ssibiy changing_ conditions over the_ ridge., \-,Vhile. there is a 
considerable body of observations data from nearby shipping. interpretation of ship observations is complicated by 
questions of temporal and spatial sampling of the rich spatial and tempo.ral, variability in the area, which includes 
meanders of the Iceland-Faeroes Front and both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies. A long, well-resolved time series of a 
spatially averaged quantity may present a usefully contrasting sampling strategy. 

The !ce!and-Faroes te!egr~ph cable was operatetlby t.he Gr.eat Northern Telegraph'Company between 1906 and 1962. It 
ran from Seydisfjordur, in the east of Iceland; to the Faroes I~lands; along the Iceland-Faroes Ridge. Regular electrical 
tests were carried out as a routine part of submarine telegraph cable operation. One of these was to measure the cable's 
resistance in situ by letting the cable serve as one of the resistors in a Wheatstone bridge. Cable resistance was known to 
vary with sea temperature, and an effort was made to resolve the seasonal cycle, with cable tests made on the first 
Sunday of each month from September 1906 through 1942, and thereafter quarterly on the fIrst Sundays of February, 
May, August, and November. Within the range of sea floor temperatures, the resistance of the copper conductor varied 
sufficiently linearly with temperature for the cable resistance to interpreted in tenns of an average bottom temperature 
along the cable path, provided the resistance of the same piece of cable was known at a reference temperature. This 

~ reference.resistance was detennined at the cable factories, and subsequently updated by reports from the cable ships as 
sections of cable were replaced during repairs. The data presented here were obtained from the Icelandic 'Journal of 
Electrical Measurements', supplemeotedby measurements made. at times of c~ble repair and recorded in the 'Cable 
House Service Journal t

• The conversion to temperature bas been recalculated based en formulas from handbooks of t.l-:te 
tilne (Fisher and Darby, 1905; Gulstad a.'1d A!bertus, 1915). Measurements were also made in the Faeroes with the
Iceland end grounded. These have been discussed by Michelsen (1994) and Hansen et al. (1994). 

The 'cable temperature' shows very little noise or variability on month-to-month time scales. It does not appear to be 
affected by the fluctuations of the much noisier outdoor air temperatures, or by the occasionally extreme variations in' 
the cable house temperature, both of which were recorded in the journals. The mean cable temperature appears to be 
consistent with climatological averages over the ridge. There is, furthermore, a very clear annual cycle. which has been 
discussed by Michelsen (1994) and Hansen et al. (1994). The phase of this cycle indicate that the cable is indeed 
reflecting subsurface ocean temperatures, rather than either land or sea surface temperature. 
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Internal consistency checks we have made inclnde comparisons of the Wheatstone bridge measurements mad~" in 
Iceland with those made in the Faeroes, and comparisons of the in-situ resistance measurements with the ship'reported 
time history of reference resistance. Apart from some discrepancies due to low measurement resolution in the fIrst few 
years, the internal consistency of all three data sets is good, encouraging reasonable confIdence in bothth~ short and 
long-term variations seen in the data. 

Over the 56 years of the time series, a smoothly varying long-term oscillation is seen. This does not resemble the type 
of errors to be expected in case of corrupt reference resistance, which would be associated with cable repairs and should 
occur abruptly. Further supporting the interpretation of the long-term variation as a real ocean feature, a'time s.eries 
from the (poorly resolved) vicinity of the Iceland-Faeroes Ridge in a numerical simulation driven by>COADS 
(Woodruff et al., 1987) wind and sea surface temperature (SST) data (T. Ezer, personal communication); shows a 
qualitatively simiiar type of temperature variation over the 1950s-1990s, and of similar phase during the peried.of 
overiap with the cable data in the 1950s. The cable time series as a whole shows some similarities with the NAO-related 
second EOF of North Atiantic coid-season SST as constructed by Deser and Blackmon (1993) from COADS sea 
surface temperatures, and there is a good match between the cable temperature and the 'warm' and . cold'periods 
identifIed in Kushnir's (1994) analysis of zonally averaged COADS SST. We discuss some possibilities for the physical 
mechanism of the seasonal and long-term variations seen in the cable data, and their relationship to the NAO. 
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Polar Research Institute of Marine Fisheries and O~eanography 
(PINRO) 
6 Knipovich Street 
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Russia 

The paper concerns the investigations into regularities of appearance and conjugation of hydrometeorological process large
scale fluctuations in the North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas, as well as determining the role of North Atlantic Oscillation 
(NAO) in the formation of these fluctuations. 

Based on the current data (1951-1996) numerous facts of close statistically significant feedback of the main parameters of 
climate in the Barents and Labrador Seas have been established. It was noted, that this teleconnection was of synchronous 
CharaClef. it couidn't be by accidem. New data, verified, that NAG is one of the main factors of the formation of fiucruations 
in ciimatic systerns of the North Atlantic and adjacent seas, iarg~-scale in time and space, are presented. 

In this connection, the regularities of seasonal and interannual link of atmosphere effect main centres in the Atlantic Ocean 
(the Icelandic minimum and the Azores maximum) are analysed in some detail. Peculiarities of the frequency structure of 
atmosphere pressure long-term (1951-1996) alterations in the specified centres of the effect of atmosphere and NAO, as 
"vel! as the main pa.'"3...'l1eters of ma.~ne climate in t."Ie Nort."I }\ .. tla.'ltic 3.'"1d the Nordic Seas, wl-..ich are characterised by a 
nu..rnber of dowinant cycle-s: 2-3, 5, 7-8, 10--15, 17-20 years and trend (climatic) component, are considered. "Decadal 
cycles" play an important role in the fonnation of long-term changes of hydrometeorological processes~ The period large
scale varies in the range of 7-20 years and they approximate up to 40-50% of long-term changes. Frequency structure of 
perennial changes of the main parameters of marine climate in the North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas, as well as the 
structure of NAO, on the whole, correspond to the present-day scientific concepts concerning the character of long-term 
variability of natural processes on the Earth and general reasons of their formation. 

Obtained spectra of climate parameters in the studied area of the World Ocean indicate the regularities of long-term changes 
of climate on the whole for the period considered (1951-1996) (long-term mean model) and are usually used as a basis for a 
number of prediction models of natural processes. Nevertheless, the assessment of stability of separate dominant variations 
in time using NAO index and water temperature on the "Kola Meridian" (KM) Section as an example, carried out applying 
gliding spectral analysis, shows the instability of these variations appearance within the period considered. For instance, 
against the background of systematic decrease in me influence of quasi-two-year components of srudied climate parameters 
from 1951 to 1996, in 70-80s u'1e impact of"decadal" cycles sharply increases. In nineties fluctuations, duse tU 7-8 years, 
star"i.Cd to make th.e most significarlt contribution to the long-term changes of bota'i NAO and water temperature in tale 
Barents Sea. 

The preliminary results indicate enough close time confonnity in appearing the variations, close in duration, in the most 
iJ'l.formative cli.111ate parameter of the Nortl-} Atlantic - NAO index, as well as in t..l:!e most informative heat index of marine 
climate in the Barent." Sea - water temperature on the "Kola Meridia.n" Section. Undoubtedly, fOlLTld out instability of 
different cyclic components and conformity of their appearance for NAO and KM should be taken into account in future 
when developing diagnostic and prediction models of marine climate in investigated areas of the World Ocean. 

Along with the instability of the cyclic component appearance in time their spatial heterogeneity has been brought out. In 
this paper a distinct geographic localisation of appearance power of prevailing cycles of water surface temperature in the 
North Atlantic is presented as an example. So, variations of 7-8 year duration are the most typical of the eastern North 
Atlantic, where they reach 30-40% of long-term changes. Variations with the duration close to 10 years, by contrast, 
dominate (about 30%) in the North-West Atlantic and the central North Atlantic, at the latitude of 40-50'N. Long-term 
fluctuations of water temperature with a duration of 17-20 years are the most distinctly (25-30% of dispersion) pronounced 
in the North Atlantic Current area. This is well-conformed to their advective nature - 19-year cycle of tide-forming forces. 

Facts of increase in parameters of natural process changes are of particular concern in studying the large-scale changes of 
natural processes in the North Atlantic and the NordIC Seas and when assessed these changes in ecological modelling and 
predicting. This becomes apparent visually in increasing a number of anomalous and extreme phenomena observed in the 
ocean and atmosphere of the Earth. In the Barents Sea the progressive increase in changes of the main parameters of its 
climate is registered during the last century. In that period significant decrease in the time of delay of the Barents Sea marine 
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climateregardingthe appe!lfance of the solar activity" ll-year" cycle was record"". In the paper it is shown that the possible 
reason of that nature phenomenon is strengthening long-tenn accentuation of the main effect centres in the North :A~,l£lll.tic 
and their integral index - NAO. 

Established above frequency structure regularities of the long-term changes of the main parameters of marine climate in the 
North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas, the instability of its appe(!fance in time and space, increase in the unsteadiness .of 
climatic systems are a possible basis for developing a new type of the prediction model of the marine climate in the Barerts 
Sea. . 
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DECADAL-SCALE CLIMATE VARIATIONS IN THE ICE-EXTEND AND HYDROGRAPmC 
PARAMETERS IN THE WATERS AROUND ICELAND 

Svend-Aage Malmberg 
Marine'Rese'arch Ihstitute; 
Reykjavik 
Iceland 

· Introduction . 

Iceland is situated at the meeting place or fronts of warm and cold ocean currents, which meet at this point because of 
the geographical position and the submarine ridges (Greenland-Scotland Ridge) which form a natural barrieragainsnhe 
main ocean currems around the country (Figure i). To the south is the warm Irrninger Current which is a branch of the 
North Atlantic, Current (&-8Q C) and lo ihe:noIm_,are, the culd East-Greeniand and East.Iceiandic Currents (-;.- 1:-2"C). 
There are ,also ,deep and bottom currents in the sea around Iceland, principally the overflow of deep cold water from the 
Nordic Seas and, the Arctic .ocean south over the submarine ridges into the North Atlantic .. The different hydro graphic 
conditions in -Icelandic waters are also reflected in the;atmQspheric or climatic conditions in and.over the country and the 
surroundings Seas; ,mainly -thro,ugh ·the -Iceland Low and Greenland ij:igh. These conditions. in s.ea and air, have their 
impact _on biologicabconditiolls, _expressed through the food chain in the waters including recruitment and ~atches of 
commercial fish stocks .. 

Hydrographic conditions 

North Icelandic waters 1924-1997 

A se~e~ted ·hYdrogr~phiC section in North ICelandic .waters (Siglunes 3; Figure 1) ha~ been used to characterise the 
hydro graphic ,condition~ in North Icelandic waters from year to year. At this station Atlantic water (t> 4°C. s> 34.9) 
dominated during the periods 1924-1964, 1972-i974 (climate reversal in the northern North Atlantic, Dickson et at. 
1975), in 1980, 1984:"1987,1991-1994 and 1996-1997, periods which m~y Illbteorless coincide with a positive NAO 
ind~x (Figure 2a, 'b). The late sixti!" as well as shorter periods thereafter (1975-1979, 1982 and 1988) were 
predominantly characterised by Polar influence ·associated with an eastwards ;·arid southwards extension .of the so:..called 
"cold tongue" of the East Icelandic Current, frequently manifested by the appearance of sea ice and some biological 
consequences. These hydro graphic conditions in the late sixties in North Iceiandic waters again coincide with the most 
extreme negativeNAOperiodin this century and conditions in the late seventies as well. The drift-ice conditions are 
bound to low-saliility (<: 34.7) 'in thesiriface layers of the East Icelandic Current, preventing overturning by cooling' or 
itdvection; thus favouririgilrift-ice conditions as well as ice-formation in North Icelandic waters. This relationship is of 
some prcgnes·tic" value· for"tJ.l-te· possibilities· ef dr:ift~ice in Nert .. h Icelandic· waters. Ice . indices in this century in Icelandic 

· ··waters· (Figure ·2t:) fndeed reveal clearly t.lte periods of severe ice conditions prior to 1920 and in the late sixties, which-is 
to a certain degree in accordance with the overall NAO index during this period, The biological consequences of the 
hydrographic impact in the late sixties in North ICelandic waters are well documented in low primary production and 
Zooplankton concentrations as well as changed feeding migration pathways of the Atlanto-Scandian herring towards the 
east in the Norwegian Sea. 

Besides the Atlantic and Polar periods in North Icelandic waters a third condition has been observed; so-called·Arctic 
conditions. Thus Polar conditions (Figure 3, 1979) are characterised by cold and fresh surface water, the low salinity 
strengthening the stratification. High maxima in temperature and salinity in, intermediate and near-surface depths 
cbaracterise Atlantic conditions (Figure 3, 1980) with the high temperatures strengthening the stratification. During 
Arctic conditions (Figure 3, 1981) the intermediate salinity maxima are less pronounced and the stratification is poor. 
During the so-called Arctic conditions (t = 0-3°C, s"34,8-34,9) in the years 1981 A 983, 1989-1990 and most severely 
iii··1995 ·the· hydr6':bioiogicai conditions in North· Icelandic waters·' were exrremeiy unfavourable .. Tnese .different 

· hydrographic condition "in·North-iceianuic waters·are Teflecied in conditions of the· Iceiandic capelin stock which feeds 
in thee Iceland Sea as well as weight of cod in Icelandic waters, which feeds to a high degree on capelin (a.o.Malmberg 
and ·Blindheim 1994).·Recruitment of Icelandic cod too seems to be depending on the hydrographic condition, being 

'. relatively higber during'Atlantic conditions on the feeding grounds in North Icelandic water, especially it seems.to .rise 
just at the interface betweenPolar/Arctic and Atlantic conditions, but poor during.the Polar/Arctic periods (Figure.4). 

· The fishing stocks thus vary periodically depending, besides on biological conditions, on variations in the hydrographic 
conditions··which again are:reflected in'tbe NAO index to a certain .degree as mentioned above. 
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South Icelandic waters 

In the warm waters south oflceland periods ofrelatively high (> 35,15) and low « 35,15) salinities occur. Noteworthy 
were the low salinities observed in the mid-seventies (Great Salinity Anomaly) and again at least in 1988· and)992:-
1996 rising to 35.20 in 1997 (Figure 5). The latter periods may also be related to far-reaching conditions in, the; Sub
Polar Gyre (Malmberg et al. 1996, Belkin et at. 1997). Along with low salinities in the area low temperatures are also 
generally observed. Noteworthy is that in 1996-1997 the salinities in the East Icelandic Current were on the c<mtrary 
relatively low « 34,7) and the extension of the "cold tongue" northeast of Iceland was quite pronounced in 1995 and 
1997, but less so in 1996. At the same time in the mid nineties the NAO seems to fall to negative indices after a peri"d 
of positive indices since the eighties. 

NAO; Rossby waves, .GSA· 

The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) which denotes a mode of -vanaolllty or me standing waves of ihe northern 
hemispheric tropospheric circulation is manifested by simultaneous strengthening/weakening of theintensitiesof·the 
IceHmdLow pressure centre and the Azores.High pressure ridge as well as lateral movement of their locations. In the 
seventies these conditions were frequently explained by the so-called Rossby waves in the stratosphere with their ridges 
a..~d troughs which vu .. -··'; in -phase and all1plitucle' from time to time. The response in the sea includes 3,0,'-SST; _pathway:of 
storms, 'shifts of-polar stratospheric cITctilatim'!', altered pattern of eddy meridional- heat transports by the' atmosphere- and 
changes in air-sea heat and water vapour exchanges, In the sixties-seventies during the period of negative NAO,indices 
much attention was paid to these atmospheric conditions and its reflection in hydro graphic conditions so clearly 
expressed for ex.ample, by the ice-years in North Icelandic waters in the late sixties, Positive, vs. negative ,anomalous 
conditions in the atmosphere and hydrosphere were reported (a.o. Rodewald 1967) across the North Atlantic from the 
Labrador Sea to the Barents Sea. Conditions in Icelandic waters, located in between these two western and eastern seas, 
but also nearby the Polar and Arctic fronts, are more complex and very sensitive to the variability in sea and air. in the 
continuat~on ~o the Rossby waves or ~he NAO. o~e. must cOllsider the. advection of the GSA, in the, norther~ .. North 
Atlantic in the seventies (Dickson et. at 1988) ,onginating in, the ~aters north of Iceiand in [he sixties 'as weir as ,a 
suggested new anomaly in the eighties (BelkiI; et. aI1997), possibly originating as well in the waters west of Greenland. 
These considerations may be of some prognostic value along with. the trends of the NAO. The response in the different 
oceanogr~phic regions may vary due to local conditions. Thus yxamples have been given on different timirig of decrease 
of conv.cction,i~,thc Iccl~,d Sea (late sixth~s) and the"Greenla.~dSea (seyenties) in relation to wind stress c~rl ov~r'the 
two ~ea areas ~-.1a!mberg ~r:d J6nsson 1997).' - , 

At last some historical infDrmation can be given on the general conditions in sea and air. in the nDrthern North ,Atlan,tic. as 
during the "warm" period from around 1920-1965 (Smed 1975) along with nDrthwards shifted Rossby .,¥~ves 
(polarfronts)of "small" amplitudes and zonal. westerlies vs. a generally "cDld" period during the past.centllpesC"the 
littl~ ice-age")'· This ,past' cold period may be compared; with, the conditions after, the presen,t sixties' WIth.- .~ou~hwm;qs 
shifted ,and meridional distributiDn Df air-sea conditions. Also. it may be of interest to point Dut the areas of, the. most 
extreme :deviations or variations both during ice ages and in present tirn~s .which .follow similar lines ,~otip-d' to ~~n,d
ocean distribution and the. Coriolis parameter. Thus, the outlook into, the ,future due to for example. influence of the so
calleduGreenhouse effect" may still be a . questionable impact compared with other "natural" variati~ns in ,Iimate .at 
least in the area of the northern North Atlantic and the Nordic Seas. . 

Fisheries! and, environment 

Jakobsson (1992) gave an' excellent overview of the variability o.f the; .fisheries in the North Atlantic in ,relation I to 
environment (GSA). There are jndicationsthat the widespread cooling in the northern North Atlantic .since about. 1960 
has 'entailed adverse effects on cod stocks in these waters as a whole. While this is most recorded for, the West
Greenland stock arid the northern cod stock off Newfoundland, ,there were decreases in other North Atlantic,cod.stocks 
over recent .deCades. This ,:especialiy seemS'lU be important for, stocks which liYe near t.'1e lower liiT.i:t of t.'1e. t~mperature 
range for cud, t::;g.,·off Labrador/t~ewfoundland ... 'Vest-GreerJ~,d and·even in, North lcelandic \vaters. In these.,area,s it 
seems that the environmental conditions hadto':improve before stocks and catches could be expected to be·.of.Jhe:'~a,me 
strength as before the mid or late 1960's,justtbe time when the NAO went to itsminimurn. f[ereitispeqine!1ttDask to 
what extend the decrease in cod stocks is due to the deteriorating ocean climate or overfishing.It isdifficult.tp,say 
which of the factors, fishing or environment,!s the more decisive in relation. to decline in the cod stocks. The crucial 
difference between them is that while we'are'unable to do anythingaboutenyironmental fluctuations, we .sbo,uld be able 
to manage the fisbery. Careful regulations is particular impDrtant when a fish stock is weak as a result Of unfavourable 
environmental conditions. 



Conclusior..s 

Time series of oceanographic observations reveal variability in processes'such as, stratification and advection over 
regional and large Ocean areas in ,connection with air-sea interaction~_ They contribute ,to a better understanding of the 
proces.ses underlying the oceanic and bi61~gical variabilify. The author beHeves that a major factor concerning the 
variation in size and behaviour of fish stocks~ at least along the Arctic and Polar fronts; is 'the maritime climate, which 
influences the living conditions including spawning, feeding, recruitment and maturation. The mechanisms behind this 
may not be well understood. Temperature' may have a direct effect on fish stocks or be associated with variable current 
activities such as climatic events and turbulence and other physical parameters, which again affect the multiple living 
conditions. The overall view may be summarised as follows: 

There has been a dramatic decline of cod stocks in the northern North AtlantiCcturingrecent decades (1960--1990). In 
parallel with climatic changes in the northern North Atlantic during the same period, the spawning, feeding and fishing 
grounds of cod in these waters have declined since the 1960' during a period of increased interannual variability of the 
NAO. Also, cold years in North Icelandic waters as well as in the waters off Labrador, West Greenland and in the 
Barents Sea seem generally to give weak year classes of cod. 

Ecoiogical oceanographers may have been aware of the trends in fisheries in reiation to environmentai variations in the 
past decades, but ti~eir physicai understanding which was more or iess oniy expiai~ed quiliirarively, seemed not (Q reach 
the rnanagement comm_unity. The NAG index being a quantitative one again seenlS to be better understood being a 
rather simple but important parameter explaining large scale features. Though, at last it shall be emphasised that the 
location of the Icelandic Low (or the phase of the Rossby waves) and the variable tracks of storms is an important 
features as regards, different oceanic regions and ~heir hydro-biological conditions when considering decadal-scale 
climate variations in the northern North Atlantic. 
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Figure 1 Main currents and locations of standard hydro-biological sections in Icelandic waters. Selected' areas and 
stations dealt with in the paper are indicated. 
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Figure 2 a) Temperature and salinity at 50 m depth at a hydrographic sJation in North Icelandic waters (S-3, for location 
see Fig, 1) in ~1ayfJune 1924, 1926, 1936, 1937, 1947 and 1952-1997. 

b) The winter NAO index (1866-1996) using normalised sea level pressure differences between Lisbon, Portugal and 
Stykkish6lmur, Iceland (U.S WOCE Report 9,1997). 

c) Ice index for Icelandic waters 1901-1975. Product of weeks with ice per 

year and the fium"ber of coastal areas near which it was observed (E. Sigurdssofi, lceiandic iviei. Off.) 
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Figure 3 Vertical distribution of temperature and salinity on a section in North Icelandic waters (Siglunes) in May/June 
1979, 1980 and 1981. (For location see Figure I.; Malmberg and Blindheim 1994). 
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Figure 4 Five years running averages of spawning stock biomass and recruitment of cod at Iceland 1931-1993. (from 
Vilhjalmsson 1997 based-on Schopka 1994). 
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Figure 5 Salinity deviations in spring at 

a) at 100 m depth in the Irminger Current south ofIceland 

b) at 50 m depth in North Icelandic waters 

c) at 25 III depth in the East Icelandic Current 

(For locations see Figure I). 
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INTERANNUAL VARIABILITY IN THE ATMOSPHERIC AND OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS IN THE 
LABRADOR SEA AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH THE NORTH ATLANTIC OSCILLATION 

Kenneth F. Drinkwater 
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Bedford Institute of Oceanography 
P.O. Box 1006 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia B2Y 4A2 
Canada 

R.A.Myers 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Centre 
P.O. Box 5667 
SI. John's, Newfoundland AIC 5XI 
Canada 

The atmospheric conditions over the Labrador Sea and the ocean climate in its coastal regions are described, including 
their relationship to the North Atlantic OsciHation (NAG)._ AtulOspheriC tenlperatures lil the region have yat-ied from 
relatively cold in the late 18005 and- early 1900s, WfuTlling in tlia 1920s and remaining above normal thr,?ugh to,tlic 
1960s, then decreasing into the 1990:;. Since t.~e 1960:;, in; addition t.'e decreasing trend, there has also been· an 
approximate decadal-scale variability with minima.in the early 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. Air temperature minima are 
shown to correspond to periods of increased NW winds which push cold Arctic air masses further south. The increased 
NW winds are related to the intensification of the Icelandic Low and subsequent increase in the NAO index. 

The cold air and strong NW winds result in earlier and :more extensive ice cover, increased iceberg drift and cooling of 
the waters over the shelves, most noticeably along the Labrador and Newfoundland shelves. There is a strong 
relationship between ice cover and number of icebergs which originates from calving of glaciers on West Greenland and 
northern Baffin Island. Moreover, there is a significant correlation between the number of icebergs crossing the 

48 0 N and the NAO index. The influence of large-scale atmospheric circulation on the iceberg drift was pointed out 
already in 1931. Correlation between the NAO index and winter air temperatures at various sites in the Lahrador region 
were run. The correlation for the winter air temperatures was slightly higher at the site in Baffin Island than at the sites 
in southern Labrador and West Greenland. The NAO index accounts for approximately 50% of the interannual climate 
variability in air and sea temperatures, winds and sea ice in the Labrador Sea region. The correlation with air 
temperature is highest in winter and show a rapid decrease with. progressively later seasons. This indicates t1!at the 
winter time NAO pattern does not have a significant influence upon air temperatures beyond the winter season. The total 
geoslrophic transport of the Labrador Current across the sodf and the siope have no seasonal variation, but there, is 
seasonal vaii.ations within the current: The offshore bra/ch have a minimum in transport during 1'v1arch-Apiil! a."d a 
maximu...T.. in September-October. while over h'1e shelf there is a opposite seasonal pattern in the tra...'1Sports. C;orrelaticns 
between the transports and the NAO index show increased southward flow in summer tended to occur in years bf low 
NAO. Thus, the baroclinic flows increases during warm years with weaker NW winds and reduced ice. In 19'16, the 
NAO index decreased dramatically with the largest annual decline in over 100 years of record. This indic~ted a 
weakening of the strength of the Icelandic Low, and resulted in weaker winds, warmer sea and air temperatures and less 
sea ice. 

(This is an abstract ofa 24 pages working paper presented at the Workshop by Ken Drinkwater) 
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FLUXVARIA TIONS'OF THE ATLANTIC INFLOW TO THE NORDIC SEAS 

Bogi Hansen 
Fiskiranns6knarstovan 
Box 305f, FR-110 T6rshavn 
Faroe Islands 

The three gaps in the Greenland - Scotland region give 
rise to three separate branches of Atlantic inflow to the 
NordkSeas which we (non-traditionally) Iilayterm: The 
Icelandic Atlantic Current, the Faroese Atlalltic !.:;urrent 
and ihe Scottish Atiantic Current (Figure 1). The water-. 
mass characteristics of these branches differ considerably, 
with temperature and salinity increasing by several 
degrees and tenths' of salinity units respectively when 
crossing the flow from the Icelandic Atlantic Current to 
the core of the Scottish Atlantic Current. 

These differences reflect -different origins, and t."-e 
downstream fates of the branches differ as welL The 
Icelandic Atlantic Current mixes with water of other 
origins and looses its characteristics rapidly, usually 
within the Iceland Sea: The Faroese Atlantic Current 
looses some of its water to the Scottish Atlantic Current, 
but a considerablel'art of the water in the Faroese Figure 1. Main surface flows in the Greenland -
Atlantic Current recirculates into the southern Norwegian Scotland' - Norway region. NAC: North Atlantic 
Sea and the lceland Sea. Thus, the water that remains in Current. CSC: Continental Slope ,Current lAC: 
the NorwegianAtlantic Current to enter the Barents Sea Icelandic Atlantic Current. FAC: Faroese Atlantic 
and the Arctic Ocean probably derives mainly ,from the Current. SAC: Scottish Atlantic Current: NW AC: 
Scottish Atlantic Current. This means that variations in Norwegian Atlantic Current. EGC: East Greenland 
the ratios of different I1rsJlchcs may be as important as Current. EIC: East Icela...'1dic Current. 
variations in the' total influx. of i~· .. tlalltic \~.'ater, 'affecting 
the ratio of intermediate to deep water production R.T'!d 
affecting fish and other organisms. As an example, the Atlantic water influence on the Arcto-Norwegian cod stock is 
probably mostly through the Scottish Atlantic Current while the migration of Atlantoscandian herring will be more 

, depend~nt upon the Faroese Atlantic Current. 

Unfortunately, reliable estimates of the influxes are still not available in most regions. Two main strategies have been 
used to eS,tablish these: Budget estimates and measurements. The classical budget estimate by Worthington (1972) 
implied a total import of 9 Sv (106 m'!s) of Atlantic water but budget estimates are based on uncertain assumptions and 
badly known parameters and other attempts have given widely different values. Also, budget estimates give only total 
influx, not the ratios between branches, 

Measuring influxes has, likewise, been difficult. The highly barotropic character of the slope flows makes geostrophic 
transport estimates ,futile. Satellite l\Itimetry has some potentials, ,but must. be supplemented with information on the 
barociinic component and must be calibrated by other means to account for uncert~nties in the geoid. This le~ves direct 
current measurements combined with water mass observations, but until recently these have not been very successful or 
comprellensive.Forthe lcell\ndicAtlantic Current, Kristmannsson (1991) has discussed currenLmeasurements in the 

• period 1985-89 thai indicated a transport on the order of I Sv with a marked decrease through the period. In the £iaroese 
~A ... tlantic Current, a Nordic group v.ritr.in tr~e NANSEN prograrrune estimated the flow of Atlarltic water north' of the 
Faroes to 3 Sv (Hansen et al .• 1986), but the m~asurements only lasted some 10 days a..'1d we C~'1 only guess at their 
long-term applicability. The volume trimsportof water ()ver the south-eastern slope of the Faroe-Shetland Channel was 
estimated by Gould et al. (1985) using yearlong current measurements. They found an average transport value 
exceeding 7 Sv with a seasonal variation that had a maximum in winter. Their transport value, however, includes some 
Atlantic water from the Faroese Atlantic Current as well as some water from the East Icelandic Current and does not 
directly represent the Scottish Atlantic Current. 
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Together these measurements indicate that the total ,influx of :Atlantic water may well reach .or exceedWorthingtQn's 
budget estimate, but as yet we cannot within a factor of 2--4 give a reliable value for the long-term influx. A major 
reason for that is the heavy fisheries activity in the region which induces great losses to traditional clIr:rent :Q1eter 
moorings. To circumvent that difficulty, the Nordic WOCE project established 9 observational sites with.0-DCP's 
(Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers) moored in a way to provide maximal protection from fisheries. In the period ,from 
Oct. 1994 to may 1997, a total of about 10 ADCP-years of data has been collected as exemplified by Fig\'fe 2. To 
enable water mass identification, CTD observations have been carried out along three sections, aiong the ADCP 
moorings,giving from 9 to" i 7 coverages of th~se sections. 

When processed, this data set will provide theTrrstrealistic estimate of the total Atlantic water influx and may hopefully 
give:' so'me "indication of its seasonal variatioI1. The 
observa#onai effort continues as part of th~ VEIt{S 
progtaiIiITte and, if the obserya~ions continue as 
sllccessfully, a, few' -more "years' ~vm start to yield
observational evidence for possible decadal variations in 
Atlantic water influx. 

Having to 'oVait, another ten years for this result is, of 
course; not very promising, but there is' the possibility 
that the ADCP observations already acquired may help 
extractsoine answers from the historiCal. hydrographic 
daUI set: North'of the Faroes, a section across the Faroe 
Current 'has shown large variations in the width and 
cross-sectional 'area of the Atlantic water wedge, 
apparentl}' with both seasonal and decadal components 
(Hansen and Kristiansen, 1994). In the Faroe-Shetland 
Channel the situation is more' complicated, but aiso ,there 
water mass characteristics have varied on both seasonal 
and decadal time scales. By themselves, these variations 
do not give quantitative influx variations,. but the Nordic 
WOCE i~..DCP measurements may give, us· the dyna.'T.ica! 
understanding of the system necessary to interpret water 
mass variations in tenns of influx. Also, they should 
facilitate.altimeter calibration. 
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Figure 2~ Pr~gressive vector diagrams froin six :ADC~f 
moorings for the period June 1996 - May 1'997 (NWSD 
ends in Nov. 1996). All traces are at approx. 220m 
depth. 

Thus, before the end of this century, we should finally be able to quantify the Atlantic influx to the Nordic seas,itstotal 
value, the ratios between different branches, seasonal and perhaps also decadal variations. 
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P.O.Box 1870 Nordnes 
N-5024 Bergen 
Norway 

Large quantities of Arctic water are' accumulating in the upper layers ofthe Nordic Seas, mainly west of the Arctic Front 
(Figure I), but to some extent it also affects the branches of the Norwegian Atlantic Current. Hence, the present situation 
in the Nordic Seas is that the deep water is warming while the upper layers are cooling. This trend has actually been 
-going on ~ince;-llie 19?Os:'As a result, 'both at Ocean Weather Station :"M" as well as in Russian time series further south, 
the' "Great salinity anomaly" in the 1970s which has attracted much attention, is no longer the period With lowest 
salinitY-It is notreadHy understood whether the cooling and freshening depends on increased outflowfrom the Arctic 
Ocean to the East Greenland Current or to what extent changes in the winter convection in the Greenland and Iceland 
Seas plays a pa.rt. 

The East Greenla..."1d Current with its branches, the Ja.., 11aycn and East Icclru.dk Currents, forms t.'e main call~er'of h1is 
Arctic water. In )tsupper layers it carries surface water of low salinity,· including ice, from the Arctic Ocean. A warmer 
intermediate layer carries water of Atlantic origin which recirculates from the West Spitsbergen Current, but 
intermediate water which is modified in the Greenland Basin t is also an important component in this system. , 

Much of the water in the :E3.St" Greenland Current leaves the Nordic Seas through the western Denw..ark Strait to enter the 
subarctic (stibDolar) circulation in the North Atlantic.' Fluctuation's -in' volume and nron'erties -of thi~ water which i.~ 
supplied frOln" the East GreenlandCurrent and in its mixing with watersdf the N~tth" Atlantic Current,~ay--~~~at~ 
fluctuations· in the properties of the Atlantic inflow to the Nordic Seas. Due to this, waters coming from the'East 
Greenland Current may affect the water mass structure in the Norwegian Sea in two ways. ltmay occur· either by 
transport of Arctic water, mainly in the East Icelandic Current, directly into the Norwegian Basin, or more indirectly 
through the Subarctic Gyre in the N otth Atlantic by varying admixture to the Atlantic water which later flows into the 
Nordic Seas. In this process the Arctic water may remain in the Subarctic Gyre for many years before it return~ to the 
Nordic Seas, strongly modified after mixing with Atiantic water. The present;trend probably involves both these effects 
with direct influence via the East Icelandic Current resulting in gradually· decreasing salinities in the upper and 
intermediate layers of the Norwegian Basin, and also through the Atlantic inflow. in which it is indicated by a weaker 
decreasing salinity trend in the Atlantic water carried by the Norwegian Atlantic Current. 

A timc series of temperature 8.1,d salinity off Siglunes on L~e Nor'"u'l Icelandic _coast, shows that ti'lefe was a change in 
both temperature and salinity during the later half of t..':le 19605. The shelf water, which earlier was of Atlantic character 
with salinities on average about 35 and temperatures mostly near SOC was replaced by colder, more Arctic waters. 
During the following years, temperature and salinity have on average remained low,. but the conditions have been much 
more variable than before 1965. 

The observations at Ocean WeatheT Station M (OWS M) at 66°N; 02'?E Ltt' the Norwegian (Figure. 2); show c~'oling 'and 
freshening in the upper layers. There are variations with time scales -of a few years~ but_also a more long-tenn .trend 
toward lower values in both temperature and salinity. For example a1400 m both temperature and salinity are now at he 
lowest level since the station was established in 1948. 

Time series from Russian surveys in the southern Norwegian Sea since 1954 show similar trends, In the upper 500 m of 
the water column there is a clear long-term decrease in temperature and safinity.,Averages over 0 - 200 m and 200 -
500 m depth in a section along 63'N show a decrease similar to that at OWS "'M'\ As aconsequence,.the 200 - 500 m 

salinity was at a lower level both in 1983 and 1995 than at the minimum of the anomaly in the 1970s (Fig 3). 

This trend is similar to the devel<1pment at OWS ""M" during tbesarne period, but it is different.from the condipons 
north of Iceland where there was an abrupt decrease in temperature and salinity during 1964 -1969. A possible 
explanation to this may be that some of the Arctic water carried by the East Icelandic Current, has a rather long 
residence time in the Norwegian Sea where it mixes into upper and intermediate layers in the Norwegian Basin. The 
temperature and salinity in the Norwegian Basin may then decrease gradually as the volume of "'new" water from the 
Iceland Sea increases. Increased transport in the East Icelandic Current is another possibility which may have the same 
effect. 
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SLmji"ar fluctuatjon~ are common features in several time serieK in the region-, and the variation in time scale is rath~rJrich 
as it ranges from inter annual to inter decadal and possibly secular. Hence, one of the longest time series in the are~, ,the 
Russian Kola Section in the Barents Sea, shows a wide spectrum of frequencies, ranging from 2.6 to 17.5 year. This 
section has been observed since the turn of the century and its trends also indicate a fluctuation of similar wav~ le:l1:g!h ~s 
the whole observational period. From about 1900 there was a general temperature increase which went on to about 1940 
while the later part of the time series indicates a long-term decreasing trend which still may be going on. This is in 
agreement with the decreasing trends in the upper layers at OWS ;'M;; and with the Russian observations fUI1her south. 
but the long-term decrease is larger in the Norwegian Basin than in the Barents Sea. ii seems iikeiy ll3;i the 'reasufI for 
this is that the fluctuations in the Barents Sea are associated with the conditions in the main branch of the Atlantic inflow 
which flows along the shelf break. This part of the inflow is less influenced by the arctic waters coming from Greeril.md 
and Iceland Seas than the waters in the western part of the Atlantic regime in the Nordic Seas. Changes of its properties 
~l...n;-~~X:..:. +t.;: ... lro.T ..... .-+l.. A tl" ... +;", ....... .-..f' ; .......... nrt<>n ..... .. 
VUlf1IU .... '-:I' 1.1.1 l_II'-' I~V1-UI rl.LlU,ULl ..... UJ. ..... V.I. U .... pV-'-L~U~ .... . 

O~Servatio_n5 fur:J:ier south in the Norwegian Atla..~tic, Cu."'Tent support this, for ex.ample- in the Svin~y sectioq (Run,ning 
NWJrom62~22' N on the,Norwegian Coast.)_Although this$ection has been observed only since 1978, its fluctuations 
agree fairly well with ,the Kola Section. In the same region, at Ona light, house (62'52' N, 06' 33' E), the ¥orwegian 
Mete.orologicalInstilute has observed s~a surface temperatures on a daily l1asis since 1868, Also these observations 
show a similar trend as the Kola Section. 

,The;evide,?-ce ,from-all these series of obs~rvations, spread -OVyf a wide area, show that this is a major ocean ,climate 
fluctuation )¥ith a large impact on the oceanographic structure of the Nordic Seas and the ocean-~tmosphere i~t"ractions 
in the, area. 

It is likely that the forcing of these fluctuations is found in the ocean atmosphere interrelation, particularly in the 
atmospheric pressure distribution and the related wind field. Although there is no high correlation between the pressure 
field and the temperature/salinity trends. in the time series, there are indications of some interrelations. The Greenland 
high and the Iceland low show.parallel fluctuations, both with decreasing, values of mean sea level pressure since about 
the mid 1960s. As a result, the pressure gradient between Iceland and Scandinavia has been increasing (Figure4).This 
is s\lggestive of increased. northward flow on the eastern side of the Nordic Seas which for continuity reasons also will 
result in, increased southw~rd flow on the western side. 

Figurel. Temperature distribution in the Norwegian Sea in July/Augnst 1984, indicating the position of the Arctic 
front at 400 m depth. 
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OWSM.400m 

Figure 2. Temperature and salinity at 400 m depth at Ocean Weather Station M. The curves are base on monthly 
means, smoothed by calculation of 13 month running means. Data from the Geophysical Institute, University 
of Bergen. 
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Figure 3. Time series of temperature and salinity averages in the Russian section 5S along 63 oN, averaged over the 
dept.h intervals 0-200 m and 200--500 m and over 5 stations bet\veen O.l°E and 3.5°E. Data from Pll-IRO, 
Murmansk. 
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Figure 4. Gradient of mean sea level pressure between Stykkisholmur, Iceland, and Nordby, Denmark. 
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{)NNORTH ATLANTIC INTERDECADALVARIABILITY:A STOCHASTIC VIEW 

M. Latif, A. Timmermann, A. Grotzner and C. Eckert 

~Y1ax-Planck-Instittit fur ~ .. 1eteorologie 
Bundesstrasse 55 
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Germany 

We investigate in this paper the dynamics and predictability of North Atlantic interdecadal variability. Observations of 
the last hundred years reveal the'existence of subsiantial interdecadal variability in both the ocean and theatmbsphere in 

, the North Atlantic region; and it is obvious that'the interdecadal changes in both climate sub-components are linked to 
each other. One has therefore to consider the Noitb Atlantic interdecadal variability within a coupled ocean-atmosphere 
fr~ework. 

The simplest paradigm for the gei1~ration of inter<lecadal variability is ihestochastic climate model scenario. The ocean 
, integrates the highCfrequency weather noise (e.g., the variations arising from passage of low and high pressuiesystems) 
giving ris~ to slow vananons in tht\ocean's surface temperature. The stochastic climate model concept explains one of 
tne' main charac_teristiCs of ' typiCal climate spectr~. nameiy their redness., V(hile the simplest version of the stochastic 
climate model yields relatively featureiess spectra, spectral peaks aiso can be understood within the concept of the 
stochastic climate model, with the atmospheric noise exciting (damped) eigenoscillations of the ocean 6r th~ coupled 
o~ean-atmosphere system. 

The results 'of a' mum~cent~ry ~ntegration with a coupled ocean-atmcisphere' general circulation model are largely 
..... n ... "'i"'t"" ... t··n,it)., .. tj..,,,, "'t;.... .... h"''''t·.; ........ l.; ....... "'t,;. ................ 1."'1 'T'~.~,n. ili"ti ......... t ............. ..-1"'''' ';'"V;",t in'the l\.T.nrtl-. Atl ....... ti'" ... .,. .... : ............ A le: ~: • .,. ....... ~.;.;....:I" " .. ...l .... vu"'~"'~ .... u~ n ...... uu ... "'~v":' .. u."'U ...... ~UI.U.~ .... IUVU .... ~. I.. UV ..... "' .... 1 .... ~ IUV ........ '" .......... ~"'~ Il. LJ.I .... 1.~U~Ul LC1..UalIU,", 1. ..... 5~Vll. LC1.. .... - y ..... ,;u H.U ......... auu 

a 35-year··mocle .. Bath' modes depend critically"on ocean-aJ.tTIospher~ i~ter~ctions and must be regarded as :inherently 
coupled air-seamodes. The memory of both modes, however, resides,in'the ocean. While the 15-year mode appears to 
be related lovariations in the subtropical gyre circulation, the 35~year mod~ is related to variations in the termohaline 
circulation. Predictahili!), eXl'eriments with the coupled model indicate that subsurface quantities in theNorth Atlantic 
may be predictable on" or two decades in advance, while surface quantities seem to be predictable only fot a few years. 
These results implyttiat the coupling between the ocean and th;; atmosphere (although critical for the existe~ce of 
interdecadal modes) is too weak to influence SIgnificantly the predietability characteristics of the atIhosphereat decadal 
time scales. ' " 

(This abstract was preparedforthe proceedings 'of the Ocean Forecasting Workshop, Torregrande. Oristano, Italy, 29 
June - 13 July 1997) 
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CLIMATIC EXPERT SYSTEM ,FOR THE NORTH ATLANTIC (CESNA): LEARNING. TO PREDICT 
INTERANNUAL TO DECADAL CLIMATIC V ARIA TIONS. 
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A\t/loughclimate forecasting on theinterannual to decadaltim~ scale is. still an emerging research area, there is,.a 
grqW;ing ~¥lief that some temporaHy and ,spatiaiiy averaged, climatic ,characteristics can ,be predic~e9 with suffi~ien~ s~m 
to b~ b~.neficiai for economic appiicath;ms. So far. most of the efforts have been ,directed toward the prediction of.Ei 
Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events in the tropicai Pacific -- the largest source of interannual climate v~riab~lity. 
The Prediction Branch of the Climate Prediction Center (CPClNOAA) routinely produces ENSO forecasts (with the 
lea!! time up to 15 month) using such methods as canonical ,orrelation analysis, linear inverse modelling, ,and Cane
Zebiak 'modeL The results of these for~casts are published by'the CPC as Forecast Forum in the Climate Diagnostics 
tl;~l1~f;n .~lcilfl'11 ":f'_l'Ilo':(m~l nTp.rlir.tilin~ ~m~: lOH..-:n 'lwl=lill=lhl~- f~r nth~r trnnical rep"inn~ HTOlmn fhe wndrl (~ee the "Exnerim:enial 
~~.;. __ ww'.":_ ~~~"":~-. ~--~-.''"7_ r- -----~-- .. -, --, --- -- - .. ~------ - -- -,~---7 ~'~ l"-- --~ ,- - 0- - --- -- - --~-- ---- - ----: ,- -_,' ---- - ,--- I -, 

'Lo-~f!:-Lf!iul Fqrerast BuUetin_puhlished_?y, the CPC)_ Some_.methods used for s~ch:predictions are bas,ed:_on empirical 
associations between elements of the 2eneral Circulation of atmosphere and ocean derived from historical data. Others 

• re,present varia~ions of coupled ocean-;tmosphere modelling. . 

Unfortunately, the skill score of these forecasts is currently at a minimal level, their lead time, in most cases, is less than 
oneyear,and they do I)ot cover neither the North Atlantic nor the North Pacific to be of direct interest for northern 
fishe-rie:s. This" situation stimulates scientists to search for new techriiques and approaches to cli'matic predictions on 
in(e~annual to de.cadal time scale. One of these approaches, th~t is different from currently existing both dyn~mic'aI and 
statistical methods, is being under development at the Computer Science Dept. of the University of Colorado at Boulder 
(Rodionov and Martin, 1996). This approach is based on concepts and techniques from Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
Expert Systems (ES) and has been materi~lised in the Climatic Expert System for the North Atlantic (CESNA). The 
system i~ designed to p;redict mean seasonal cliQ"latic characteristics one to severat'.years' in 8;dvance. The current version 
of CESNA is focused on the, winier ci~rlla,i:e aQd forecasts with a lead time .of ,one year. The system's description along 
with- TeaJ.-time forecasts for t..'e winters of' 1995~96. 1996-97 and 19~7-9~ arc ~vailablc on the Internet at 
hi:tp')l'.yl~~w.cs;c~'z~rado_'edu/--~sergeilces~a.ht~l 

In SESNA-" the climate system is repres~nted as a set of macrO,climatic objects .or conceptual features, such as cente:rs of 
action," tipper' ridges' and troughs. jet streains, temperature anoInalies in key regions, extension ~f polm- I iCe' ~'~ver, 
nrp{'init~tinn nl'tttprn<:. P.tf" An p.vnlllttnn of the !i:V!i:tem i" nescriherl as. a secmence of event." that involve" lar!!e'::scale 
1'~--'1'~~-~~~'- 1'--------' _w_. _ ... -.------- -- ---- -J-- --- -- --------- --- -- ---.--------- -- - -- '-' 

interactions between these macroclimatic objects_ While mechanisms of these interactions are still poorly understood, 
they may reveal themselves through statistical relationships or empirical rules-of-thumb. Thus, there is a possibility that 
if we can account for all of these processes, as well as external factors such as solar activity, we might be able to make 
progress even in predicting climatic fluctuations up to several years in advance. 

In preparing a forecast CESNA exploits several fearures of the climate system and external factors that make it possible 
to project the current state of climatic parameters into the future such as: 

• Cycles, for example, the I I-year cycle of solar activity, or quasibiennial oscillation (QBO) of stratospheric winds 
over the Equator. There are also numerous other cycles found in variations of climatic characteristics, but they are 
less stable; 

• Persistence, that can be caused by enormous thermal capacity of the ocean, or by positive feedback loops in the 
large-scale air -sea interaction and may exhibit itself in so-called climatic regimes; 

• Teleconnections with a significant time lag. One of the possible reasons for the time lag is gradual transportation of 
temperature and salinity anomalies along the ocean currents. 

Currently, CESNA's knowledge base contains more than 400 empirical relationships, presented in the form ofIP-THEN 
rules. For example, a relationship between central pressure and geographical position of the Icelandic low (Glowienka, 
1985) may be written as: 
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IF centraCpressure = low 

THEN position = shifted_north, CF= 50:' 

Certainty factor (CF), that accompanies each rule, represents a numerical measure of confidence in the validity of the 
rule. In our system it varies from 0 to 100. A certainty factor with a zero value shows that we do not believe in the rule at 
all, while CF = 100 indicates knowing the premise' ~f die rule gives us 100% confidence that the conclusion will occur. 
In some cases, CFs are based on observed correla(ions between climatic variables. However, it is important to note that 
such certainty factors represent a SUbjective; rather than statistical; value; they may reflect a personal belief in 
correctness of the statistical analysis, wheth"r or not it has been confirmed by other independent studies, model 
experiments and so forth. Furthermore, CFs are not constant and maycbange over time. Thus, during the 1980s, which 
were characterised by strong westerlies and deep Icelandic low, the latter, contrary to the above rule, was shifted 
somewhat to the south of its nannai position (Rodionov, 1996, pp. 180-195), that reduced our confidence in this fule. 

From practical reasons, all the rules in CESNA are conditionally divided into seven separate sets: 1) Solar activity, 2) 
Global characteristics, 3) ENSO, 4) Time series,S) Lag relationships, 6) The North Pacific, and 7) North Atlantic. 
Predictions are based on a coordinated use of these rules that involves a certain combination of CFs. Currently, a lead 
time of the forecasts is about 9 months. They are usually made in spring when the infolluation about the past winter 
becomes available a..~d ca..~ be used to predict next winter. CESNA then systematically processes the rules in L.1C rule sets 
and combines confiqence ~actors to create a scena..·io for the fort .... l-tcOIT'.ing winter. 

To illustrate a forecasting process, consider a fragment of the ENSO rule set presented in Figure L In this figure, year 0 
is the year when the forecast is to be made. Since in early spring of this year we don't know whether it will be a year of 
El -Niiio or' La Nifia we, need to determine thJs 'first. ENSO event is the goal, variable in this rule set and; using a 
p'rocedure-Jrnown as' "backward chaining", CESNA tries to find its, value along with the confidence factor. To do this, 
CESNA,asKs the' user to compare global SAT distribution in the winter of year 0 and preceding seasons with the typical 
SAT distributions before El Nifio event. It uses also other precursors as well as ENSO forecasts prepared by the Climate 
Prediction Center. As soon as theENSO event and its CF are determined, CESNA uses another procedure, called 
"forward chaining", to calculate possible consequences of that event both for the North Pacific and North Atlantic. 

North Pa.cific North Atlantic 

Figure I. ENSO knowledge base (fragment). 

"Whenthe consultation session 'comes to the last, "North Atlantic", set of rules, CESNA asks the user to specify the 
climatic variables and region that he or she is interested in, and comes up with the final assessment of this variable. 
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Winter Temperature Anomalies 
and the Forecasting Index 
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Figure 2. Mean winter (DJF') te':"perature in the upper 200-m layer of the Kola Section in 
the Barents Sea (1965-1997) and its forecast one year in advance. The forecasting index 
represent the difference between the confidence factors for warm and cold gradations. 

Our' expe.riments with CESNA have shown .that even though: some rules may, be poor predictors in a given ,year. the 
combined evidence from the remaining rules can result in- accurate predictions. Figure 2'shows. the forecasts.for-th~-Kola 
Section (Barents Sea). which is considered as an excellent indicator of thermaL conditions in the Northeast Atlalltic and 
adjacent Arctic Seas, The'skill score (SS) of these forecasts for the period 1965-1997 with an approximatelyJ"YI; lead 
time is 0.60, which is significantly higher than for the forecasts based on persistence (SS = 0.23). 

Of course, there is no guarantee that a relationship that worked well in the past will work in the future. But by piecing 
together bits of historical evidence from many different sources and areas of the world we can create a necessary 
"critical mass" of rules, so that even some- of- them fail, the remaining rules collectively lead. to the correct resuit. It is 
interesting to note that informal. empirical rules, as shown by Luger .and Stubbiefieid (i 993), are often more important 
than the standard theory presented in textbooks and classes. Sometimes these rules augment theoretical knowledge; 
occasionally they are simply shortcuts that seem unrelated to the theory but have been shown to work. 

,.....,. • ••• • - • .,....... • ...- 1 _." _ _ ~, ,. ..l -0-1... 
Ihere IS no d.oubt tnat we need. to Know more anom me ongm 01 lfilerannual io_ oecaUaI cmllauc varIatIons anu LIluSe 
mechanisms ihat controi them, if we wani lO-_be abie to pi-edict them :with a reasonable accuracy. But the advantage of 
u'1e described approach, compared to the conventional fon;;casting mctliOds, is that CESNA can easily update and modify 
its knowledge base in the light of new findings and ideas, Moreover, CESNA . highlights those areas where further 
research is most needed. Thus, one of the major directions in out future work will be to find a way how to better predict 
not only one of the two major types Of atmospheric circulation, associated with the high and low North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO) index, but also the positioning of upper atmospheric ridges and troughs during the meridional (low 
NAO index) type of atmospheric circulation. 
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TheENSO phenomena fnthe tropical Pacific is the largest climatic signal on an interannual time scale and also the 
phenomena where most resources have been allocated to oceanographic and atmosphericpr,diction up to I year abead, 
The idea behind this talk is that theories and methods from ENSO monitoring and prediction may be useful also in the 
North Atlantic, A brief characterisation of ENSO will be given, some aspects of monitoring I data gathering will be 
looked at and some models briefly described at and compared, The talk is NOT about the effect of ENSO 
teleconnections on the North Atlantic, 

ENSO consists of an oceanographic (Ei Nino) and an atmospheric (Southern Oscillation) component which interact. The 
term El Nino (warm event) is associated with the unusuaiiy warm surface waters and deeper thermociine which appear at 
irregular intervais of a few years off the coast of Peru and in the eastern and cenirai equatorial Pacific. Ei Nino occurs 
when the trade winds are weak and the atmospheric pressure is low over the eastern and high over the western equatorial 
Pacific, while anomalously cold ocean temperatures (La Nina, El Viejo) occur during the opposite phase of the Southern 
Oscillation. Dry air normally sinks over the cold eastern equatorial Pacific surface waters, flows westward as trade 
winds and; after being warmed and mQistened; rises in the deep convective zone- of heavy rainfall over the western 
Pacific, returning eastwards aloft. This Walker circulation is driven by the atmospheric pressure gradient associated with 
the equatorial SST gradient As the latter decreases during El Nino, the Walker circulation is weakened, resulting in a 
eastward displacement of the convective zone into the central and eastern Pacific. 

A lot of data of different types are gathered to observe climate variability in the tropic Pacific and as necessary input to 
El Nino prediction systems, The Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array of moored buoys in the Pacific Ocean 
measures oceanographic and surface meteorologica1 variables critical for improved detection, understanding and 
prediction of seasonal-to-interannual climate variations originating in the tropics, most notably those related to ENSO, 
The array spans one third the circumference of the globe, from 95W near the Galapagos Islands to 137E off the coast of 
New Guinea, Moorings are deployed every 2-3 degrees of latitude between 8N and SS along lines that are separated by 
10--15 degrees of longitude, The TAO Array was developed under auspices of the recently completed lO-year (1985-
1994) international Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) program, A major objective of TOGA was to develop 
an oceaa, observing system to support studieS of large scale Gcean-aullosphere interactions on seasonaJ-io-inierafifiual 
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network, and remotely sensed measurements from both operational and research satellites, Moreover, the TAO Array 
provides a broad geographical perspective and long time history to aid in the interpretation of measurements from 
shorter duration, regional scale observational studies, 

From its orbit 1336 kilometres above the Earth's surface NASA I CNES satellite TOPEXlPoseidon measures sea level 
along the same path every 10 days using the dual frequency altimeter developed by NASA and the CNES single 
frequency solid-state altimeter. This information is used to relate changes in ocean currents with atmospheric and 
climate patterns, Measurements from NASAs Microwave Radiometer provide estimates of the total water-vapour 
content in the atmosphere, which is used to correct errors in the altimeter measurements. These combined measurements 
allows for charting the height of the sea across ocean basins with an accuracy of less than 13 centimetres, El Nino 
episodes are connected with positive surface level anomalies in the eastern tropical Pacific. By means of 
TOPEXiPoseidon propagation of rapid eastwards moving Keivin waves and westwards moving Rossby waves can be 
monitored as they move through the open ocean and E1 Nino episodes detected several months before they occur. Data 
from TOPEXlPoseidon provide valuable input to El Nino prediction models, 

The aims of El Nino modelling can roughly be described by order of difficulty as: 

1) i) Reproduce the characteristics of a typical El Nino episode, 2) Reproduce historical situations and 3) Recognise 
the changes in ocean and atmosphere which signal an oncoming El Nino episode, forecast such episodes, The last few 
years better systems for data acquisition and assimilation, greatly increased computer power and better understanding of 
the physics involved have made predictions with acceptable levels of certainty for lead times of up to one year feasible, 
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There sq,U a long way_ to go-.before these, predictions are as re~iable as weathe;r forecasts_ so a lot.of w0rk is_ at 'pr~sent 
being pllt in on developing and testing a variety of different models. Models can roughly be classified as dyna!I1icor 
statistical, but some are hybrids, combining a dynamic and a statistical approach. Statistical techniques include 
constructed analog, canonical correlations and neural nets. The terminology for dynamic models may vary, b1:-lt one way 
to classify them is as intermediate, limited area GCM (General Circulation Models) or global GeM. Intermediate 
models employ simplified physics and tight dynamical constraints and a construction deSIgned to resolve the basic 
dynamics of the ENSO phenomenon alone. Limited area simulations of ENSO are typically higher resolution mod,eis, 
with explicil physics that embed a fine meshed grid of the Pacific Ocean region with a coarser giobai representation _ of 
the remaining tropical and subtropical regions. Many attempts have been made to capture the known physic!ll 
characteristics of ENSO by means of fully coupled ocean-atmosphere global GCMs. This may well be the future of 
ENSO modelling, at present most of these models show significant differences from observations. Finally a brief look 
\vill' be tll1(en -at' the results of the comparison done by Bar11ston et al. (1994) of prediction s1<111 of long read ENSO 
forecasts by: di'fferent statistical and dynamical models~ , 

i!,' 
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LONG.TERM CLIMATE FORCING UPON EUROPEAN HERRING AND SARDINEPOPULA nONS 

Jiirgen Alheit and Eberhard Hagen 
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18119 Warnemiinde 
Germany 

Records of the herring fishery off the Swedish coast of Bohuslan, in the Skagerrak, date back to the 10th 'century. Nine 
periods each one lasting several decades are known during which large quantities of herring were caught very close to 
the shore boosting up local economy. So, in the 1895-96 season, more than 200 000 tons have been landed. During the 
'interim' periods, which stretched over 50 or more years, the herring fishery played no role in this region. 

Neither is it known what caused the herring, very likely originating from the North Sea, to amass such large 
concentrations in inshore waters, ;nor is -there ·any certainty whether local/regional Of' global environmental forcing 
influencedappearanceand'disappearance of the fish. However,somecluesare pointing toa more global scenario. The 
peaks 'of ·the French:-herring fishery in the. channel overlap with the two-last Bonuslan periods whereas both,. the 
HohusUin and the French 'flsheries, arc ·out of phase wit."l the Nonvegiall ;herring fishery. These-correlations instigated our 
attempt to suggest a- clinlato!ogical-hydrographic scena..';o which: is based on historical data and which might have' been 
assdciatedwith the Bohusliinperiodsreported. 

All BohusHin periods coincide with times when there was a relative minimum in the frequency of south-westerly winds 
on a decadal scale, Prevailing wind directions strictly depend on t.. ... e· average position of the at..TTIospheric polar front 
zone (PFZ) and the frequency of embedded cyclones travelling eastwards_ Changes in its meridional position reflect 
c1imaticvariationsQn the global 'Scale and control the main wind direction over the North Atlantic Ocean, the North Sea, 
and the Skagerrak. 

A relative minimum of south:westerly,winds should be aSsociated with a minimum in the frequency of coastal upwelling 
'events along the· Norwegian shore in the Skagerrak which is' orientated in asouth-west-north-east direction. Other 
westerly winds favour hydrographic blocking situations for the near-surlace water exchange between the North Sea; and 
the Skagerrak. Along the entrance of the Skagerrak, the frequency of occurrence of a more or less meridionally 
positioned frontal zone increases, which separates the Skagerrak water from that of the North Sea. Upwelling events 
distort and destroy this frontal system and favour the outbreak of water of low salinity concentrations from the Baltic 
Sea into the Norwegian Coastal Current. These mechanisms change the water properties along the Bohusliin coast 
significantly. They depend on decadal scale changes in the mean position of the PFZ which can be described by the 
index of L1.6 N OFu'i Atlantic Oscillation_ 

\Vhethel the B ohusHin herring periods -are caused by globai mechanisms such as presenied here or whether they are 
simply a consequence of local phenomena is discussed in this contribution_ 
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NORTH ATLANTIC OSCILLATION (NAO) AND PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE GULLMAR FJORD, 
SWEDEN (1985-1996). 
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(I) The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences 
Kristineberg Marine Research Station 
S-450 34 Fiskebackskil, Sweden 

(2) Department of Earth Sciences· Marine Geology 
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S-413 n G5teborg Sweden 

Absiract 

An evaluation.of a 12cyear·longtime series consisting of measurements of primary production in the GuHmar Fjord; SW 
Sweden, made as apart of the Swedish Monitoring Program revealed the importance of considering climaticforc;ng 
among the factors responsible for fluctuations in the primCh7,productivity. The pattern of fluctuations suggested the 
presence of. a possible ,cyclic behaviour rather tllan a trend regulated by -different environmental factors. Hqwever, -tire 
results pointed: to- the need for continuous: quality monitoring ptOgra.111S and new statistical methods for detecting trend!\ 
and cycles in ecological time series in order to be able to improve our understanding of the different factors determining 
natural fluctuations in primary productivity on a global scale. 

Study area 

The study area (Figure 1) is located along' the Swedish west coast. The ,Gullmar fjord is -both influenced by tbe;s'urface 
Baltic current running parallel to the coast and by input from off shore coming from the central Skagerrak resulting in an 
inflow along the Swedish coast of North Atlantic deep water, and North Sea water regulated by different physical 
processes and climatic forcing such as. the North Atlantic Oscillation. The large bloom.of ChrySochromulina polyepsis 
in 1988, clearly pointed out the importance of coastal currents for bloom formation, related to advection and 
hydrodynamical processes in the Skagerrak (Lindahl, 1993); 
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Figure 1. The Skagerrak and Kattegat area and the Gullmar fjord. The sampling site correspond to the arrow indicating 
KMF in the top right hand corner. 
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Statistic-al analysis 

Time series of ritdnthly means of NAO winter index (December"March), sea surface temperature, and primary 
production wore "nalysedusing Pearson correlations on ·both original and detrended series. The detrended series 
(original series minus polynomial trends) were':usedto detect correlations not due-to long ... term trends or to year-to.·year 
fluctuations (Fromentin and Planque, 1996). The primary production· time series decomposition was carried out 
according to Chatfield (1996). The significant correlation coefficients that remained after recomputing the correlation 
coefficients on the detrended series are reported. 

Primary productiou 

The primary production time series is presented in Figure 2. as the adjusted series after removing the seasonal 
component and the remaining smoothed trend cycle. This preliminary results showed the oscillations patterns present in 
!he data, and in particular two periods of high primary productivity values were observed from 1987-' 1988 a~d in .1990 
and 1994. Aperiod of lower primary productivity values was ob~erved in 1989 and from 1991-1993. . 
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Figure 2. Daily mean primary production (mgC·m-2·d-1
) for each month presented as an adjusted series after removing 

the seasonal effect on the left axis and the remaining smoothed trend on the right axis. 

In order to check the possible link between the primary production signal at the Gullmar Fjord and the North Atlantic 
Oscillation, the correlation analysis between sea surface temperature (SST) the NAO Winter Index (NAOWI) and May 
primary production are presented in Figure 3. and reported as follows: 
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Figure 3. May daily mean primary production (mgCm-2·d-1
) and NAO winter index distribution 1985-1996. 
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Correlations on NAO Winter Index (NAOWI) and SST (Sea Surface Temperature 0-10 m) and on NAOWI and. Primary 
production (PP) for the Gullmar Fjord. lime series (1985-1996) were tested by a Monte-Carlo approaci),(BOOO 
simulations).. Significant correlations were found at-the: *** 0.1 % level t *.* 1 % level, * 5% level. 

NAOWI ~'nd SST-February r ~ 0.8462**' 

NAOWIandSSTMarch r=0.7692** 

NAOW! a.t"!d May pp r = 0.5664* 

:rh~ only signiq.~ant .c<:nTelaticns bet,:veen' NAOW! and SST were fouAd during February and March as an' in~icati6ri that 
changes in the NAO can be reflected in the changes of the SST structuie. The NAOWI was also correlated· with the 
primary production in 'May as an indicati{)n' that the occurrence of the phytoplankton bloom can be conneCted with 
climatic events occurring during the winter months in the North Atlantic. A new approach to the analysis of the time 
series data set using Neural Network Modelling is currently being tested. It is important to study in more details the 
pattern of climatic events such as theNAOand carry.out,reanalysisof historical data. These results were a preliminary 
indication of the possible link between changes in the patterns of the North Atlantic Oscillation and the response of 
biological processes to cliinatic forcing in the pelagic ecosystem of the Gullmar Fjord and adjacent areas. 
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Time series (l96CPI996) of air temperature, atmospheric pressure, precipitation, wind, mean sea-level as well as 
biological time 'series of catches and recruitment 'of albacore (1975-1995) and'sardine recruitment (l976-t995) were 
'studied. The aim of this work is to compare some general North Atlantic index like the North Atlantic Oscillation index 
(Horrell, 1995) and,the latitude onhe Gulf Stream' (Taylor, 1997) with some meteorologicaltime series measured on the 
'North Iberian Coast, local oceanographic data {sea level, temperature and salinity) and distributions of recruitment and 
catches 'ofi pair of fish species, one located on the North Atlantic (albacore) and a second one locally distributed 
(sardine). The:' rilbacore :a r.ighly' .llligratori species spends most of its' life in Lie Nbrth ~tlantic oceanic waters, wrJ~e in 
contrast; the sardine- 'is distributed around t.."=e- shelf-and rias where coastal 'upweHing 'and shelf processes have large 
influences on it. For t.l1is purpose- statistical, 'analyses based on time series analysis. spectral analysis, correlation and 
Principal Component Analyses (PCA) were performed. 

Spectral analysis was performed for the monthly values of the meteorological and oceanographic time-series. An annual 
'peak- of twelve months :related-lo seasonal wainllng and cooling due tb' solar heating was found, a second'peak 'of 6 
months is also found mainly in temperature, precipitation and sea level. In addition there are two peaks with periods 
larger than 12 months related to seasonal and decadal-scale variability. The first has a period of between 2.4 and 2.7 
years and corresponds to the Quasi Biannual Oscillation (QBO), The second peak has a periodicity of around 7.5 years. 
Both are found mainly in air temperature and the NAO. These values are similar to the cycles reported by Fromentin and 
Ibafiez (1994) in the Bay of Biscay. 

As the data on biological variables data (recruitment and catches} are evaluated'yearly, a PCA of the yearly values of the 
different variables was done. The three main components explain 67% of the variability of the system. The first 
component is reiated to westerly winds, precipitation and an inverse relationship with temperature and ,latitllde of,the 
Gulf Stream, the second one to sea level and easterly winds and the third component is related to the NAO and the 
~lbacore -recruitment 

Correlation for the time-series (1976-1995) among the different factors was caicuiated witb a significance < 0.05 (See 
Table 1, significant values i,n ,qoI.;!). _AIlIOUg tIle meteorologic.al and oceanographic cunditions. we found significant 
correlation between prccipi'tation wid westerly winds and inverSe correlation betWeen, bot.'1 of t.'1ese and temperature and 
the latitude of the Gulf Stream. Also the NAO is inversely correlated to sea leveLWe must point out that when the NAO 
index is high there is a northward displacement of the intensified Westerlies (Alheit and Hagen, 1997), Northern 
European weather is mild, but the Iberian Peninsula is blocked from the Westerlies and a strong high pressiJre cell is 
located in the western part. Seasonal correlation must to be higher than the annual mean as has been shown in the 
Moroccan precipitation (Lamb et al." 1997) 

Climatic variability is one of the main causes of the natural changes occurring in ritarine ecosystems. The importance of 
environmental parameters in the space-temporal variability of the species has increased greatly. In this case we have 
chosen two species ;of different behaviour. The albacore isa highly surface migratory species, recruitment occurs in the 
Western North Atlantic and the intmature catches in the Eastern North Atlantic and Bay of Biscay. 

Correlation between the albacore recruitment (Anon, 1996) and the NAO index is negative and'significant During 
periods of high NAO index, the westerly winds intensify and the recruitment of albacore is low. Increase in turbulence 
due to the strong winds could be a negative factor for the recruitment. During periods of low NAO index convective 
activity in the Sargasso Sea is high (Dickson et ai, 1996), this fact may provide good conditions for recruitment. We 
have calculated the anomalies on both values NAO and albacore recruitment values, normalised by dividing by the 
standard deviation, and adding up to get the cumuiaiive sum of the anomaiies. In Figure i A we have shown them to see 
the effect over time fu.d the opposite changes produced in both p,aranleters On the·sruue time scales. 

Withrespec,t to aggregated immature catches(ages 2 and 3) of the northern stock, correlation is significant and negative 
with the index of Gulf Stream latitude and mean sea leveL These two factors may provide an idea of the influence of the 
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, North Atlantic ;current-'ol1 the young albacore., The northward displacement of the current 'could bring theSe :fi:sh' but of 
the area of fisheries (mainly the Bay of Biscay). None of the' local' atmospheric variables have significantcottelation 
with catches of immature albacore. 

Related to a locally distributed species such as the sardine, we found a significant and negative correlation of the sardine 
recruitment (Anon, 1997) with air temperature and the latitude of the Gulf Stream index. In Figure I B we have pl,otted 
the cumulative sum of anomalies in sardine recruitment and annual air temperature, and the behaviour is found -to be 
similar but opposite. An attempt can be made to work out the mechanisms for this behaviour. Variability in tegi()mil air 
temperature on time scales of several decades is controlled not only by anomalies in atmospheric circulath:m, but:al~o,by 
low-frequency variations of Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST; Werner and van Starch, 1993). Sea surface 
temperature in coastal waters of the Southern Bay of Biscay has increased in recent years (Lavin et al." submitted). This 
increase in water temperature has PfOQUC;;ed ,an increase in the thermal stratification of ,the' water coiu~. A i~near 

. decreasing relationship betweC?n water column straLjilcaiion and: the fiUiuber of copepod species, has been observed, ~n ,the 
shelf waters ,of the Soutt'effi Bay of Biscay during the sampled_period. 1991-1996, (Valdes et al, 1997). Also -Ro~rn,'-·11.ich 
and McGowan (1995) have suggested that observed warming in the Pacific is related to zooplankton decay dye ;to 
redu~tion in nutrient supply to the photic layers. Thus the relationship between air temperature and sardil'e recruitment 

,may be explained by a cascade of relationships between water column stratification and 101\: food availab,ility in. the 
warmed area. Tn the same .wav -thaf Alheit and HaQ'en (1.997) found an alternatinl! Deriod with sardine' favourable, warm 

'-"-~-'-'---'-'-----'-'-"_------ -~-- - ,_ U' f ..... ~. ' _, 

oeriods.in the North Sea. the Iberian sardine seems to be negatively conditioned bv the warm periods. The Gulf index 
provides a connection_ b~twe.eD- northwar~Lp.isplacement of the ,cun=ent. and sardin~ recruitm~nt., Lo.ng.,term SST could 
help to understand the connection found between sardine recruitment and .the Gulf Stream latitude 

More effort will.be made to find seasonal correlation. Winter NAO indexes will be used, as winter is the most influential 
part oUhe year. This index will be correlated to seasonal variables as has been done by Drinkwater (this volume) and 
Lamb et~l., (1997). 
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Marked correlation are significant at p< 0.05 

Temp Precip NAO WC4V7' WC4V4 WCIV7 WCIV4 R.AlbCAlb S Lev Aim. P. GULF 

Temperature 

Precipitation -0.73 

NAO 0.24 0.09 

WC4V7 -0.52 . 0.73 0.34 

WC4V4 -0.65 0.80 0.07 0.82 

WCIV7 0.25 -0.08 -0.13 0.19 0.03 

WelV4 0.00 '0.04 -0.27 . 0.13 -0.04 0.82 

R. Albacore -0.18 0.02 -0.45 -0:29 -0.18 -0.17 0.00 

C. Albacore -0.05 0.27 -0.19 -0.10 0.07 -0.09 -0.01 0 . .17 

Sea Level 0.24 -0.28 -0.47 -0.25 -0.17 0.40 0.41 0.02 0.51 

Atm. Press; -0.09 0.37 0.37 0.39 0.28 -0.13 -0.12 0.18 0.09 -0.36 

GULF 0.44 ·0:45 0.10 -0.44 . '0;54 -0.18 -0.30 0:05 -0.47 '0.40 ~0.23 

Sardine -0:4(/ . 0.31 -0.23 0.36 0.43 . '0.03 0.29 -O.TO 0.20 0.11 0.26 -0.56 

Table!: COlTelafion'between yearly time-series from 1976 to 1995. Wind components atelabelled'as: WC4V4{number 
of days of westerly winds with'velocities > 4'mls). WC4V7 same butvelocitie's'>7m1s);WCIV4 (number 'of days cif 
easterlywirtds.with velocities >4 mls), WCIV7same,but velocities> 7 mls). 
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Figure 1: A: cumulative sum of anomalies of NAO (x) and albacore recruitment (*) between 1975 and 1995. and B: 
cumulative sum of anomalies of air temperature (0) and sardine recruitment (+) between 1976 and 1995 
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CLIMATE INFLUENCE ON THE FAROESE COD STOCKS 

Bogi Hansen 
Fiskiranns6knarstovan 
Box 3051, FR-110 T6rshavn 
Faroe Islands 

Cod in Faroese waters is generally described as 
consisting of two separate stocks: The Faroe Plateau cod 
(FP-cod) and the FaroeBank cod. The talk will focus on 
the FP-cod V;hich is by far the most important for the 
Faruese economy, and which has exhibited drfullatic 
fluctuations dudng the last decade. The ,reasons for these 
fluctuations are only pa.'1:1y understood, but t..l-tere are 
strong indications that meteorological andlor oceano
graphical processes on. climatic time scales have 
contributed, 

The f1llctuation.~ were annarent in stock estimates - ---- - --- ---- - -- - -l- ~ 

and catch, but most dramatically in the O-group index 
which should represent the number of FP-cod juveniles at 
some 3 months of age. This number decreased by one to 
two orders of magnitude in the late 80s and early 90s. 
Overfishing cannot explain this recruitment collapse and 
no purely biological processes have been identified 
either. On the other hand, two physical processes have 
been proposed as causai mechanisms for this: Winds and 
changes in the oceanic currents around the Faroes. 

W indspeed > 15 ml~cl 

.1\J 
_~"JL'I 
~. 

Figure 1. The frequencies of wind speeds above--. 15 
misec and 20 misec in me rvi~ch-!vlay period as 
observeu at Akrabyrgi, Faroes 1962-92. 

As in other North Atlantic areas, wind speed in the Faroes has inoreased since the late 70s (Figure I). This increase may 
have various effects on the ecosystem as a whole. For FP-cod, south-westerly, wi.nds,may be.e~pecially disruptive. to ,tp.e 
spawning success (Figure. 2), The main spawning ground of FP-cod is north of ~he Faroes at the border of the \~~ell
rr.ixed Shelf~watcr and the seasonally' stratified offshore \vater (close to the 100 m isobath). From there, eggs· and larvae 
drift with the anticyclonic residual c.irculation. The well-mixed Shelf-water is supposed to be the main habit~t of ,the 
juveniles.andone condition for reproductive success is minimalloss along the advection path from the spawning.gI;ound 
to the Shelf-water. In the period of recruinnent failure, south, westerly winds. were exceptionally strong. and they. will 
tend to push the upper water layers with their contents of eggs and larvae offshore so that they have less chance of 
entering the shelf region. 

The implied wind-recruitment relationship was not, however, sufficiently clear-cut to warrant any definite conclusions as 
to winds being the only or main reason for the recruitment- collapse and variations in the oceanic currents around the 
Faroes have been suggested as another causative mechanism. 
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The rationaie for this' is through the advectionof 
the copepod Calanus finmarchicus. This is a' 
dominant zooplankton species in Faroese waters 
and its. nauplii are assumed to be important as 
food of first-feeding cod larvae. This copepod 
enters the Faroe Plateau in spring, apparently from 
the Faroe Bank Channel mainly (Figure 2) where 
the deep overt low current with speeds exceeding 1 
mlsec acts as a giant conveyor belt from the 
overwintering areas in the deep Norwegian Sea. 

• 

After ascending from the deep overflow water into 
t1e upper Atlantic water, the copepods then have 
to be ad vected onto the shallower parts of L.1C 
Faroe Plateau and ultimately into the well-mixed 
Shelf-water. The amount of overwintered Calanus 
in the Shelf-water in spring has been shown to 
vary by almost an order of magnitude. Strangely 
enough, years with low cod recruitment have had 
high numbers of overwintered Calanus but 
recently it has been argued that in these years the 
Calanus is able to suppress and delay the primary 
production by grazing (Gaard et al., in press). As 
a consequence, the food available for each 
Caianus female in spring may be much iess in 
these years and Calanus egg production is known 

Figure 2. Key elements affecting recruitment success of Faroe 

to be strongly dependent upon food intake. Thus, 
Plateau cod. 

paradoxically, a high influx of overwintered 
Calanus might lead to small numbers of Calanus 
nauplii at the critical time of cod larvae first feeding. Although the observational material 
complete, the available evidence does support this hypothesis (GaaTd: pen;, comm,). 

of nauplii is not very 

The large variations of overwintered Cal.anus in the Shelf-water may have several explanations, but dearly t.lte flow 
pattern in the upper parts of the Faroe Bank Channel will be critical and recent observations show that the flow pattern 
indeed has vatiations which may lead to large vatiations in copepod influx (Figure 3). It has also been argued that the 
Atlantic water flow past the Faroes was abnormal in the early 90-ties (Hansen and Kristiansen, 1991). As yet, there are 
too many missing links to draw ftnn conclusions. but large efforts are being made in acquiring observations of Calanus 
(TASC), of currents (Nordic WOCE, VEINS) and in modelling and testing this hypothesis is almost within range. 

Fig"...:re 3. Progressive vector diagraa'T. from a N ordie 
WOCE ADCP moored in the Faroe Bank Channel from 
June 1996 to May 1997 showing flow at 220 m depth. 
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THE NORTH ATLANTIC OSCILLATION. THE TEMPERATURWSEESAW AND THE EFFECTS ON COD 
RECRUITMENT IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC. 

SveinSundby 

Institute of Marine Research 

P.O. Box 1870 Nordnes 

N-5024 Bergen 

Norway 

The first observations of the inverse relationship between winter air temperatures in the Scandinavian and the Labrador 
regions was made by Hans Egede Saabye. He Ilved at the West Greenland coast and wrote in 1776: «All winters in 
Greenland are strong, although with difference. The Danes have noticed that when winters (in Denmark) are strong, the 
winters in Greenland ar~ relatively mild and conversely.» Almost 200 years went before Elizarov and Ishevskii revisited 
the topic. In the beginning of the 1960s they found, based on measurements in 1940s and 1950s, that sea temperatures in 
the Barents and Labrador Seas tended to fluctuate inversely and, moreover, they found that these fluctuations influenced 
growth of cod in the two regions. More recently, van Loon and Rogers (1978) tested Saabye's statement by analysing 
winter air temperatures for a longer time series in Oslo, Norway and Jakobshavn, Greenland. Walsh and Johnson (1979) 
analysed the variations in the extent of ice cape in the Polar basin and adjacent seas, and they found the ice extent in the 
Barents . Seas on the one side .and! the .East GreenlandlBaffin B aylDavis Strait, on the other side varied inversely. The 
links of sllch temperature features to the North Atlantic-Oscillation,has been pointed'_out (Lamb and Peppier 1987). 

The pattern seesaw in temperature in the northern North Atlantic and links to the North Atlantic Oscillation, as reviewed 
above, are here further inspected by: 1) sea temperature time series for the period 1900 -1995 from the Russian Kola 
Hydrographic Section which represents the Atlantic water masses of the Barents Sea, 2) time series on the North 
Atlantic Oscillation Index for the same period, 3) time series on sea temperatures of Labrador Sea, for the period 1948-
1994, taken from Drinhvater, Colbourne alld Gilbert (1996). The inverse relationship between L'lc tcmpcmturc in L,e 
Barents Sea represented by data from the Kola section and the te!!'.pe~ture in Ne\vfound!and waters represented by data 
from station 27 is shown in Figure 1, The time series is -3-years mea.t'! and the data from Newfoundland waters' :are 
presented with a two years lag. The relationship between temperature,J'!AO wi",ter mean index and recruitment of cod is 
demonstrated by 4sing data on year-class strength of the. Arcto-Norwegiim cod from 1943 (Figure 2). 

In the Barents Sea and in other parts of the northern North AtlantiC'the"amDIiti1d~of the interannual to decadal-scale 
water temperature (Iuctuations";e, greater than· the amplitude of ,the: 100-y;ar Inmd. Moreover, such fluctuations are 
accompanied byfluct\Jatians in other important ocean -climate parameters - like wind, turbulence and light conditions. 
These are all important parameters influencing basic biological processes linked to plankton production and trophic 
transfer. The strong interannual to decadal-scale variation in climate is also reflected in data on zooplanlctan and cod 
stocks. The climate effects on the fish production is hypothesised to act both directly and indirectly through trophic 
transfer. There is a basic difference between the influence of ocean climate parameters on growth and the influence of 
ocean ciimaie parameters on recruitment in fish stocks. Recruitment processes are considerable more sensitive to spatial 
and temporal va..-:iations in the ocean clinlate -par~t~rs ,than -growth :and! matura~ion of the aduit stock. it is ruso shown 
L1-;at the 'ocean climate para..-neters specifically influencing recruittnent ptoct;::sses. e.g .• turbuience, iigot and plankton 
concentrations, shows a considerably larger spatial and temporal variability than the variability of sea temperature. This 
makes a basic difference in our potential ability to predict recruitment compared to predictions of growth and 
maturation. 

The clImate ·:time , .. s~ries conf!.!!!i earlier wor¥.s:-on -t.lte relation between high (low) 3...'1nua! 3-yea..rs running mea.."l-, sea 
temperature in theB'arents sea and a high (Iow) 3-year running mean NAO Index. However, in t~o periods in.,the 
present century the r~\ation breaks down. This is iin the period from the mid 1920& to the end of the 19308 when annual 
sea temperature in the BIIfe~tsSea s~ilyincreased while the NAO Index steadily decreased. The other period~as 
from late 1940s to early 1950s whentemperall/re'fluctuations in the Barents Sea were smalL In both periods the year-Io
yearfluctualions in.:the'NOA Index were large;butthedecadal-scale amplitude was small.Over.thelast thirty years, 
however, the decadalcscale variation,of the NAO Index has been strong and a similar strong.decadal-scale amplitude in 
the sea'temperature has appeared. The inverse relationship between the sea temperatures in the Barents Sea and the 
Labrador Sea has also been prominent over the same recent period, while in the previous period of weak decadal-scale 
fluctuaiion of the NAO index, the inverse relationship was poor. These features demonstrate role of North Atlantic 
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Oc,e.~n- in. climate variations: The ocean has large momentum cpmpared to the atmosphere,' It dampens s~ort-time (year
to-year) atmospheric variations, and responds to variations longer-term (decadal-scale) variations. 

Kola Section and St. 27 (2 years later) 3 year Running Mean 

46 49 52 55. 58 6.1 64 67 70 73 76 79 82 85 88 9i 94 

Year 

Figure!. Temperatures, 3·years running mean, at Kola section in the Barents Sea and station 27 'off 
Newfoillldland. The station 27 data is presented with a 2 years lag. 

Arcto-Norwegian Cod Year Class Strength, 3 Year Running Mean 
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Kola Section 3 Year running Mean 

Year 

Figure 1. Three-years running means of a) year-class strength of the Arcto-Norwegian cod; b) NAO index; c) 
Kola section temperature 0-200m; for the period 1943--1994. 
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